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, 1961

Halt On Demonstrations Urged By Negro Leaders At Summit Meeting
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NEW YORK — (Negro Press Brotherhood of Sleeping Car read by Wilkins, which noted demonstrations hich haven -The platform
adopted un- ing of a Negro youth by a ly quelled by city police, and Legion's
convention, city ofInternational) — Eight Negro porter s, AFL-CIO; James "in our view, the election
white police lieutenant In Med:ord. Mass., police from ficials I mapped
cam- the past weeks broken out in der the Goldwater forces
"precautionary
leaders, meeting in an unpre- Farmer, national director, Con- Ipaign which
York,
and
Maristehusetts,
New
,is a states' rights platform. Rochester, already fired up by five communities descended imeastAes"
is shaping up is
to be instituted to
(*dented summit session hereigress of Racial Equality; John'a more imperative
reason for . Iowa, and which are threat- Ichosen at the very time Mis- the Harlem incident, a whole- upon the Bal-A-Roue Roller bar outbreaks similar to RoWednesday, issued a call fOr lLewis, chairman, Stodent Non-'a moratorium
on demonstra- ening in Ohio, the statement sissippi was exhibiting to a sale rampage of a 50-block area Skating Rink to quash a ra- ,chester and Harlem. The city
ga"moratorium" on mass mar- violent Coordinating Commit-'lionsthan any
local or state urged that Negroes shift their shocked nation the callous re- of the city began when police cial outbreak at a teen-age rock remembers its racial woes of
Wies, picketing and other dem-itee; Whitney M. Young, execu-leondtion that has
confronted emphasis to voter registration ,pression, the violence and attempted to arrest a Negro on 'n' roll dance. The trouble earlier years,
onstrations, until after the bye director, National Urbanlour forces
heretofore.
1 and political activity to defeat death which marks the opera- disorderly charges at a street supposedly began when a Ne- In Cleveland, orders have
presidential elections, Nov. 3. !League; and Bayard M. Rustin,; „—
opponents of first class Citi- tion of the states' rights theo- dance.
gro attempted to cut in on a been issued by Miami-vacawe see the whole climate
The "summit" session, held!deputy director, Washington I
zenship at the polls.
ry in the human rights field."
The resuaing riot caused white couple.
tioning Mayor Ralph Locher,
of liberal democracy in the
at the NAACP office, brought Freedom March.
has
The summit meeting con- Gov. Rockefeller to send in
"We believe that racism
Officials moved quickly to I,, bar any sit-ins or show of
together the Rev. Martin Lu. Presiding Roy Wilkins, NA- United States threatened, the been injected into the cam- vened following the outbreak the
national
guard
to
assist
prevent
possible
trouble
force
climate
breakat the city ball. This
in
which
government paign by the Goldwater forces," of rioting in Hrilern,
ther King, Jr. ,president, South- ACP executive president. Also
Rochest- local police and state troopess ing out in twee either cities - was aimed at the local CORE
ern Christian Leadership con- sitting in was Jack Greenberg, has brought properly into the the statement said. "The sen- er. N. Y., Medford, Mass.,
and in maintaining order.
Cleveland, 0, and Syracuse, chapter, which had laid plans
ser.Pice and protection of the
ference; A. Phillip Randolpts!NAACP general counsel,
ator, himself, maintains his po- in Davenport, la,
Meanwhile, Davenport t13.1 N. Y.
for an anti-police demonstrachairman, Negro America n' After a two-hour discussion, people'
sition that civil rights matters 'In Harlem, the rioting was had a flare-up between whites
In Syracuse, pr eparing for tion, citing brutality toward
Labor council and president, the leaders issued a statement, la asking a cessation to the should be left to the states.
in protest to the fatal shoot- and Negroes which was quick- the opening of the
American Negroes.
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BE SURE TO VOTE

Terrorists In County
Still Unidentified

Be Sure To Vote In The Aug. 6th Primary Election
The TRI STATE DEFENDER Has Endorsed The Following Candidates:
We Recommend That YOU VOTE For Them.
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COUNTY GENERAL
ELECTION
For Sheriff
Clayton P. Elam—No. 5
CONSTABLES
District I
M. A. Hinds—No. 23
District 2
Charles E. Ware—No. 28
JUDGES,
CIRCUIT COURT
Division 7
Howard J. Nrorder Bruegge
—No. 32
Division 8
Robert M. McRae, Jr.—
No, 30
Division 3
William B. Leffler—No. 32
TAX ASSESSOR
George C. La Manna—
No. 17
CLERK. GENERAL
SESSIONS COURT
orrie B. Roach—No. 21
JUDGE,
COURT of APPEALS
Eastern Grand Division
ames W. Parrott—No, 36
JUDGE,
SUPREME COURT
Western Grand Division
Andrew 0. Holmes—No. 37
DELEGATES TO
LIMITED TENN.
STATE
CONSTITUTIONAL
CONVENTION
Position 1
Jesse H. Turner—No. 41
Position 2
Wyeth Chandler—No. 44
Position 3
John D. O'Neil—No. 48
Position 4
Mrs. Anne W. Shafer
No. 53
Position 5
Charles E. Pool—No, 59
Position 6
E. Gary Maples—No. 61
Position 7
Oscar 11, Edmonds, Jr.—
No. 70
Position 8
Charles G. Morgan—No. 76

DEMOCRATIC

EXECUTIVE

United States Senator
(Short Term)
Frank G. Clement—No. 84
PUBLIC SERVICE

COMMITTEE

'Fire Shots
Into6 Negro
Homes

Position I
Hunter Lane, Jr.—No. 134

COMMISSION
Position t
Western Division I
t :lyre I,. Pentecost- No. 93
STATE SENATORS
District 29
Russell B. Sugarmon, Jr.
—No. 96
District 30
Joe Pipkin — No. 97
District 31
Thomas H. Todds, Jr.—
No. 100
District 32
Lewis Tallaferro—No. 102
District 33
James B. Mitchell—No. 104

United States House Of
Representatives
Raymond Briggs—No.

1
MRS. ANNE W. SHAFER

Jack W. Ramsay—No. 136
Position 3

For 'Equitable'
Representation

Clifford Tuck—No. 139
Positilln 4
Robert V. Bickers—No. 141

Mrs. Anne W. Shafer, chairman of City Beautiful Corn.
mission, who is seeking to be
elected one of the eight local
members of the Limited Tennessee State Constitutional
1 Convention said she favors "responsible constitutional government in Tennessee through
equitable representation f or
Shelby County,sind other urban areas in the legislature"
She is seeking to be elected to
Position 4.

Position 5
Bruce Jordan—No. 113
Position 6
Mrs. 1,eo R. Burson—No, 144
Position 7

STATE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES
Position I
A. W. Willis—No. 108
Position 2
Henry L. Klein—No. 110
Position 3
James E. Williams No. 112
Position 4
Mrs. Joan Strong—No. 113
Position 5
F. T. Thayer 111—No. 117
Position 6
Marvin J. Brgde—No, 119
Position 7
Marvin L. Spruill—No. 122
Position 8
Jack Smith—No. 123
Position 9
Robert M. Fargason—
No. 124
Position 10
Hugh Stanton, Jr.—No, 126
Position 11
Jack McNeil—No. 128
Position 12
John B. Maxwell, Jr.—
No. 129
13
Edgar H. Gillock—No. 131

REPUBLICAN PRIMARY

TFDL Opens
Headquarters
For Clement

DEMOCRATIC

PRIMARY

15c

.1. B. Cobbs—No. 146
Position 8
Mrs. Lawrence Coe—No. 147
Position 9
Henry V. Sutton—No. 149

SHADOWLAWN SCHOOL IN RUINS
Looking at all that remains of the shadowlawn Elementary school Is Ronald Phillips.
an eighth grade student at the school which
serves the Ellendale community and sur-

rounding areas. The school was struck by
lightning and 22 of the 28 classrooms went
up In smoke as firemen stood by with Insufficient water to put out the blaze.

For Want
Of Water

Position 10
William M. Barr—No. 150
Position 11
Wyeth Chandler — No. 151
Position 12

Caught
Between
Cross Fire

Terrorists who fired into six
Negro homes near Arlington
last Tuesday night, while a
weapon was being aimed at a
window in Raleigh were the
object of a search by a sheriffs detail this week, but the
only clue was a bullet dug out
of the wall of one home.
On Old Brownsville rd., shots
were fired into the hopes of
Mr. and Mrs. Luis pawards,
Tecumseh Robinson and J. W,
Hunter. Minutes later bullets
plowed through the living
room window of Mrs Minnie
Westbrook at 4819 Germantown rd., hit the shutter of a
house at 4809 Germantown rd.,
and struck other homes in the
Horton subdivision near BrunsSee FIRE, Page 2

Big Opportunity
For Salesmen In
Advertising Dept.

For the want of a reasonable supply of water at the
Shadowlawn Elementary school
near Ellendale, 22 of the 28
classrooms went up in smoke
last Wednesday afternoon after
Two young girls playing in
Do you want a job which will
lightning hit the building.
the alley near their home were pay you more
than your pre"The building could have
shot in the back last Wednessent job? Do you want a job
been saved," Jimmy Pugh of
BERTHA ROBINSON
day when they got between an which will pay you
according
6548 Austin Peay highway, the
irate man and his intended to the
amount of work you do?
playground director, told the
victim.
Do you want a job on which
Tri-State Defender, "because
The two victims were Al- there is no salary limit?
there wasn't very much damgenette
Stampley,
nine,
and
If the answer to the above
age done when the firemen,
JESSE H. TURNER
her sister, Diane Stampley, questions is yes, contact the
arrived.
ex.
They
live
at
239
rear
Mill
"So we just had to watch it
Advertising Department of the
st.
burn down," Pugh said, "while
Tri-State Defender. Available
Police said Jesse White, 52, are position for Salesmen in
they watered down one part
of 547 N. Fifth st., learned that the Advertising Department.
of the building to keep it from
Robert Bailey, 50, of 518 N. Call JAckson 6-8397 today and
burning down." The buildings,
Third st., had been dating Mrs. ask for Mr. Whittier A. Sengwhich were left standing were
Ruthie Mae Tolbert, 33, his stacke.
so damaged by heat that it was
ldoubtful that they could be A 21-year-old waitress was common law wife, and instead Do not worry if you have not
Jesse H. Turner, seeking to of continued service.
praised by police last week for of denying it, Bailey decided had previous experience in adbe elected one of the eight CALLED FIREMEN
her quick action in coming to to irritate White by boasting vertising salesmanship, we will
Shelby County delegates to, Mrs. Lucille Thurman, who the aid of a policeman who had about it.
train you on the job.
the Tennessee Limited Con- loperates a grocery store next been shot in the thigh in the
White borrowed a shotgun Persons 21 years of
age and
stitutional Convention, has'to the school at 4764 Shadow- rear of 540 Pontotoc st., on from Mrs. Mary Love of 619
older are eligible for the job.
been endorsed by the Tri- lawn, said that a number of Wednesday night.
N. Seventh st., and kept it in Persons who are retired from
State Defender,
Miss Bertha Robinson, who his home until Bailey came by
children had taken shelter in
other prefessions will be considTurner did not seek re- her store when the storm came works at the Georgia Avenue last Wednesday bragging about
-ered.
election to the Shelby County up, and that wheh the light- cafe, said she heard the shot having had an affair with Mrs.
Call JAckson 6-8397 for addiDemocratic Committee. He is
tional information.
See CAUGHT, Page 2
See WAITRESS, Page 2
See WATER. Page 2
running for Position No. I.

Hal Gerber—No. 152
Position 13
G. B. "Pat" Joyner—No. 154
Position 14
Russell B. Sugarmon—
No. 156
Position 15
Ve illiam W. Farris—No. 157

Jesse Turner
Runs For
'Convention'

State House Of
Representatives
Position 1
0. W. Pickett—No.
Position 3
Lessley Lay—No.

Opposing New
Guard GOP

Waitress
Aids Shot
Policeman

0. W. Pickett, a local real
estate man, seeking to be elected to the State House of Representatives, is campaigning for
The Memphis and Shelby
Position 1 in the Republican
NEW YORK—Roy Wilkins, M. Young, Jr., executive di- Goldwater nomination, are all sel at earliest moment to enCounty chapter of the TennesPrimary.
executive secretary of the NA- rector of the National Urban linked together in. ways that sure that without modifying
Curry Roach said, "I will in- ACP, today released the text League; A. Philip Randolph,
at Federation of Democratic
may produce the sternest any essential position we do
Pickett, an Old Guard Restitute a Fair Employment of a
1111Pagues, Inc., opened its potelegram which he sent chairman of the Negro Amer- challenge we have yet seen.
publican, said "he feels that
Practices policy when I am to the
litical campaigning coordinat"The promise of the civil nothing to produce votes for
five other major civil ican Labor Council: and John
he can stop his opponent Gar- elected as Clerk
of General rights leaders Wednesday, Lewis, chairman
ing center at 519 Vance Ave.
of the Stu- rights act of 1964 could well Goldwater.
vin Crawford, a Bob James
Session Court. The hiring of July 22, proposing a Fleeting
earlier this week.
dent Nonviolent Coordinating be diminished or nullified and "None of us will knowingly
kind of Republican."
employees who work in this
The parent body of the stateto discuss ways to peesent a Committee.
a decade of increasingly vio- jeopardize the prospects we
Pickett
went
on
to
say,
"we
office will be on the basis of united front opposing the elecwide organization endorsed
The text was:
lent and futile disorder ushermust stop this local extreme qualification only. I will end
have gained by such massive
the candidacy of Gov. Frank
"Nothing
could
the
be
plainer
Goldwater
to
of
Sen.
ed in if we do not play our
element which has made at- the practice of discrimination tion
0. W. PICKETT
sacrifices and we can best
G. Clement back in May durthan that each battle won im- hand coolly and intelligently.
presidency.
take
over
tempts
to
the
local
in
followed
has
been
which
ensure
against such dangers
ing the annual meeting.
The telegram was sent to poses new challenges until "There is no safety in asRepublican Party and deliver this office for years.
by close and precise agreeThe Memphis chapter, bound Know Your Negro History
Luther
achieved.
King,
final
victory
can
is
the
Rev.
Goldwater
Martin
The
that
sumptions
it to Barry Goldwater, who is "There is considerable fricment among our organizations.
by the action of the parent
col- trying to drive Negroes from tion in the clerk's office be- Jr., president of the South- events of the past 72 hours, not win the election. He can
body, is campaigning for Cle- The number of Negro
ConLeadership
helped
tragic
"I will call you within next
including
be
the
ern
Christian
violence
can
win
it
and
he
South
the Republican Party."
cause of the candidacy of two
ment, Heading the local cam- lege students in the
1916 to al- Pickett said he thinks his of the regular employees of ference; James L. Farmer, na- n Harlem and the end of the to win it if enough wrong three days to clear mutually
paigning group is Thaddeus T. rose from 1,643 in
tional director of the Congress Wallace candidacy for presi- moves are made. It is of high- acceptable date and place.
most 46,000 in 1943 — an in- chances for winning the Priof Racial Equality; Whitney dent, hard on the heels of the est importance we take coun- Cordially."
Set ROACH, Page
See TFDL, Page
crease of about 2,'00 per cent. mary are very promising.

Roach Promises
,Call
'Fair Employment' !

Issued To Civil Rights Leaders To Map Plans To Stop Goldwater
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Caught

Improvement Department
which is concerning itself with
speeding-up slum clearance." (Continued From
Page 1)
(Continued From Page 1)
(Continued From rage 1)
Clark, a U.S. Navy veteran,
(Continued From Page 1)
was graduated from Tuskegee Tolbert.
ning crashed, one of the chil,me, said she heard the shot wick.
Institute in Alabama in 1952 FIRED BIRDSHOT
Mrs. Edwards said that she dren told her that it had struck
red in the rear of her home
- With a bachelors of science White ran to the house and
ricl Came out in time to see and her husband were in bed something in the area.
,degree.
got the gun, and Bailey s
a young man run from the and the children were in a She said that when it was
Peole
Lane went on to say that down the alley past the sp
,cene with a pistol in his hand. back room of the house watch- discovered that the school was
Charles Clark has been more Negroes will be hired by where the two Starnpley girls
when a car burning, she raced
television
ing
officer
the
I
heard
"Then
were
across the
playing.
Clayton Elam, leading inde- this treatment and his atSomebody help passed and someone fired a street and summoned the fire hired as a city building in- his department as soon as more The birdshot missed Bailey
pendent candidate for sher- tempts to declare himself in- yell, 'I'm shot.
spector, announced City Com- money is available for salarifle into the house.
I
and
me',"
explained,
she
tment.
depin
trickery
c
omple
te I y, but the girls
dependent
is
only
being
iff, has been endorsed as
missioner Hunter Lane. This ries. He said that such salaries
me to BULLETS LIKE BEETS
the most qualified man by the and deceit. He is no better went over and he asked
Despite the loss, school will s the first time that a Negro were not included in the 1964 caught four pellets each in
entered
one
side
bullet
The
hold up his head."
their back and neck.
Tri-State Defender, the Mid- than his record.
of the screen door, about two be held on the grounds this has been hired in this capac- budget, however, they will be They were carried to John
South's largest Negro news- This administration has in- Officers said that Miss Rob- feet from the floor, sailed fall in temporary buildings to ity by the City of Memphis. in the 1965 budget.
Gaston hospital, where they
paper. He is also endorsed by structed Negro deputies that inson then directed someone through the wall between the be hastily erected in the next Clark is
scheduled to aswere treated and released.
the Unity League, the only they are not hired to arrest to call for an ambulance, sent living room and kitchen and few weeks.
sume
his
new
duties
Aug.
15
White was arrested and
Negro political organization white people. Negroes will see someone else for a pillow and into the wall near the ceiling
at
a
salary
of
$500
a
month,
There
was
some
speculation
charged on two counts of asthrough this deception and blanket, and had everything of the kitchen before it disapsaid
Lane.
Clark
was
selected
that
the
students
would
study
sault to murder.
will reject Raymond Land on under control by the time Pa- peared. There were nine chilat schools in Ellendale, but the after he made the highest
trolman R. N. Parris' partner,
Thursday, Aug. 6.
and two adults in the Board of Education has no score on a Civil Service examB. V. Viar got there. Parris dren
The third candidate, who
time.
ination, said Lane.
such plans.
then told his partner to radio home at the
has asked for Negro support, for help
The terrorists then drove The day following the fire, Lane said, "we are fortunis Bill Morris, a 32-year-old' Arrested later and charged about a block and began both teachers and students ate to find a man of Mr.
man who hasn't had a day of with two counts of assault to shooting into the Robinson and streamed by the school to look Clark's qualifications. He will
Marts SAT., AUGUST
law enforcement experience. murder and one each of night Hunter homes, as the occu- at the ruins. The loss is cov- be working with the Housing
Morris is backed by Paul riding, carrying a pistol and pants tried to extinguish the ered by insurance.
One tug Week!
Barret, the political boss of shooting inside a dwelling was lights. "Bullets were flying Edward Gray is principal of
like bees," the the school.
Stewertville.
)% THE SIZZLER
Tommie Lee Hampton, 18, who around in there
The Negro community gave his address as 218 Tur- occupants later said.
›4;4,
READ
should rise up in arms about ley st.
Mrs. Minnie Westbrook's in the community, was walking
(Continued From Page 1)
next target, and
was
the
home
the plight of the Negro in the
4
%
1
;
0
ABOUT
IN
when
started
trouble
The
the street and a white youth
rural areas controlled by Paul Hampton and some other youth the bullet plowed through the tossed a bottle from a car and Stokes who is vice president at
PLAYBOY
1
1#'
her
while
Barret. In Stewertville, where were walking past 373 Linden "picture window"
cut the man to the extent that large of the State organization.
MAGAZINE!
Paul Barret is King, here is ave. and the boys began throw- daughter was talking to a vis- he had to go to the hospital TFDL has attracted large
beneath
chair
a
seated
in
itor
how elections are run.
If STRIPS NE
crowds at coke-parties and poing water on Percy Kincy, 28,
for stitches.
it.
White voters go into the of 215 Driver, and a woman
Deputies have gone to the litical rallies in the interest of
WRITS 171011
front of the voting tent, while sitting with him on the porch. LOUD MUFFLER
homes of all persons who have Clement's candidacy.
151 INTIMA IT
Negroes are herded like cattle After Kincy protested, he One woman, who did not reported shootings, but have Chairman of the financidl
rtr ci ups Z
into an instruction tent where was dragged from the porch want to be identified and who left with few if any clues.
committee for the campaign is
Barret's men tell them how and the boys began beating was in the house at the time, Mrs. Edwards told the Tri- Robert "Rob" Wright, who is
they will vote and who they and stomping him. He suf- said the car "sounded like it State Defender that "we are also a sergeant-at-arms in the
fered a fractured nose and a had a busted muffler" as it not going to hide in our home State organization.
will vote for.
CLAYTON ELAM
After receiving instructions bruised shoulder.
continued past and shot at a with the lights out. We are Among others on the local
they are further led along a Hampton was said to have window in the house at 4809 going to continue to sit on executive committee coordinatMRS. V. RAL
that endorsed Mayor Ingram roped off walkway into the pulled a pistol and said, "Kill Germantown rd.
our porch, and if anyone shoots ing the Clement campaign are:
in last year's Mayor's race. rear entrance of the voting the S. 0. B.," before Kincy The unidentified persons at us, we are going to shoot Howard Jackson, Cecil GoodClayton Elam's experience tent where they are further broke and ran into the house. drove about two blocks before back."
low, Atty. S. A. Wilbun, Nat
of 12 years in the Criminal helped if necessary to com- COUPLE ESCAPE
shooting into another window She said that one officer told D. Williams, and Benjamin F.
Investigation Division of the plete their voting, the Paul
her that it was possible that in Blakey, executive assistant secNegro subdivision.
slammed the in the
U.S. Army plus 15 years of Barret political machine way. After Kincy
Hollowell, shooting at a car in the road, retary of the parent body.
in- At Raleigh, Elvin
shot
fired
a
Hampton
door,
successful business and ad- This is the type of democ25-year-old son of Mr. and she or her husband might
youth rec
ministrative ability qualifies racy and the type of people to the transom. The
Mrs. Kelsey Hollowell of 3829 strike someone not involved
would
scene
and
on
the
mained
him overwhelmingly to be the who are backing Bill Morris
Hawkins Mill rd., was lying and end up in trouble, but she
to come out.
Cot a Imme v,,u want to sell,
85,1•BOOM
next sheriff of Shelby county. for sheriff. Any Negro politi- not allow anyone
in bed about 9:30 p.m. the said that was a chance they
Finally a couple managed to same night, talking to some- would take.
an apartment you want to
It appears that the sheriffs cal organization that would escape and called police.
one over the telephone when 'BETTER TO RUN'
rent, or a ear for sale? Do you
race has narrowed down to back such a man is not workA broadcast was put out on
(Continued I rem Page 1)
three candidates, first and ing for the best interests of the the youth and Hampton was a bullet entered his window, The officer told them that
understand- need a job?
Quite
that
office.
if
better
all
they
would
be
it
of
his
bed
and
hit
the
top
The Tri-State Defec,u.r can
foremost is Clayton Elam, Neero community.
spotted running between some
ably, taere are some hard
who promises fair and equal Clayton Elam has promised houses on Vance. Patrolman then ricocheted into the wall ran out of the back of the feelings. I have every sympa- put the buyer in your lap in
for
refuge.
house
from
than
a
foot
away
immorality
less
his
the
altoe.i.
clean
up
to
nothing flat.
treatment for all when elected.
Parris pursued him while his
Similar shootings were re- thy for these good workers
• TOPAZ 11041COROORATION w
Second, is Raymond Land and prejudice which goes on partner went to park the squad head.
It matters nut what you
Later that nigh t, a bottle ported in Raleigh back in 1959. who are trying conscientiously want to sell. the Tri State Dewho is asking the Negro com- in the sheriff's office and to car.
— PLUS •
impartially
under
,to
perform
was thrown through the win- and Sheriffs deputies were
munity for support, but let's treat all citizens as equals. In
The officer was within 10
very trying circumstances, said fench-r can help you convert
look at Raymond Lanc stand. fact. Elam has said, "If Paul feet of Hampton when he told dow of a house at 3750 Haw- unable to find those responsimerehsu,lise into cold,
the
the candidate.
He has 30 year's expel ience Barret ever winds up in the him to halt. Hampton turned kins Mill rd., owned by John- ble. However, the shootings "T here is a demonstrable ereer, cash.
stopped aftin being connected with the County Jail while I'm Sher- partially around and,shot him ny Price, 82, custodian of a and the vandalism
For a speeisl time, the Trier an unidentified resident fear on the part of these good
old Crump political machine. iff, I'm going to see how he in the hip, and continued his nearby school.
employees that they will be State Defender is offering a
loada
car
shotgun
into
a
fired
The Negro community is well likes the concrete floors he escape.
service to persuns who want
DAYTIME ATTACKS
ed with teenagers speeding fired if the wrong candidate to sell goods or services
aware of what machine poli- has provided for the Negro Hampton was later arrested
Miss Rosalind Hollowell, sis- through the community.
elected. This is a bad situais
thieuuh wants ads.
tics has done to the Negroes' prisoners."
twra Naarawal
by two Negro officers, Patrol- ter of Elvin Hollowell, said
tion. I plegde that when I am
rights even up to the present
men L. M. Chambers and A. that whites are so bad about
The minimum price Ii 10
elected I will keep both Mr.
date.
Boyd while trying to reload throwing objects from cars at Know Your Negro History Horne and Mrs. Hall in the cents for two lines a week.
Know Your Negro History
In the County jail, Negroes
his pistol. He was disarmed. Negroes walking along the
clerk's office and will insist
Take advantage of the
are sleeping on concrete floors In both Chicago and Ne..v Hampton's explanation f or road that, "We are scared to
Persons keeping a fugitive that everyone in this office
TSD's reduced rates by calling
in segregated areas while the York, the Negro death rate shooting the officer was, "I walk the streets in the day- slave, according to the Illinois work harmoniously together
Mrs. Velma Hal at 526-8397 or
white sections contain beds from tuberculosis in 1939-41 didn't want to get caught," ac- time."
Black Codes of the early 19th for the good of all of our citi526-8398.
that are not even being used. was five times as high as that cording to Homicide Capt. E. Three weeks earlier, she century, were liable to a $500 zens who are served by this
said, a Willie Hurt who lives fine.
Raymond Land is a part of for white residents.
C. Swann.
office," said Roach.

Clayton Elam Best Qualified
In Sherriff Race Says Tri
State Defender Endorsement
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BEAT THE OLD
POLITICAL MACHINE
POLITICAL MACHINES DEPRIVE US OF
OUR RIGHTS TO FREEDOM OF CHOICE!!!
NO. 5
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THE MAN FROM TENNESSEE . . THE MAN FOR THE TENNESSEE
•

ELAM

FRANK CLEMENT SUPPORTS SHELBY
DURING CLEMENT ADMINISTRATION:
• Memphis State acquired
buildings, nin. growth.

University

status, new

.$6,805:125 spent on new buildings and improvements
at the Memphis U. T. Campus.
.Our public schools received free textbooks. . .our
teachers a 10th month salary check.
• $22,422,921 spent on
streets alid reads.

FOR SHERIFF
"Fairness To All"
Endorsed By The Tri-State Defender

Shelby

County highways,

.$8,253,600 in state tax collections were distributed
to our county and Its cities during 1962-63.

.$66,800 will be spent in 63-64 for hospitalizatien
of Shelby County indigent citizens.
.Mortgages removed from the homes of our aged citizens who were qualified for welfare benefits.
• Improvements at Shelby Forest and T. 0. Fuller
State Parks totalled $208,501.
• $110,000 extension of the Memphis Workshop for
the Blind.
.The Tennessee Psychiatric Hospital and planned
School and Hospital for Mentally Retarded at Arlington.

SHELBY SHOULD SUPPORT FRANK CLEMENT
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY, 'AUGUST 6th
(Political Adv. Paid for by the Shelby County Committee for Frank Clement]

Negro Insurance Companies
Report $1.99 Billion In Force

Left Side

[DOWN FRONT!

Negro life insurance com- patties and 14 mutual cornin
panies in America reported a
of them is North Carfive per cent increase in assets in 1963, according to Wil- olina Mutual with $82.5 milliam A. Clement, president of lion in assets, followed by two
THERE ARE ALMOST as St., headed by ueorge W. Lee:
the National Insurance Assn., stock companies, Atlanta Life
many Negro political head- Citizens Committee For Clewhich met here last month. with over $60 million and
quarters opened for this Pri- ment, 1929 N. Hollywood St.,
Combined assets of 47 com- Supreme Life with over $31
mary election as there are headed by Ben Blakey; Tenmillion in assets.
panies reporting to the Ascandidates in the Sherifrs nessee Federation of Demosociation actuary-statistician,
race. There are six or more cratic League, Inc. 519 Vance
Jesse Hill, Jr., were $360,such headquarters: Ministers Ave., head by Thaddeus T.
788,000
Clement said. This
and Businessmen V ot era Stokes;
represents a gain of more han
League headed by Rev. J. C.
REV. JAMES A McDANIEL
$17
million
over 1962.
Richardson at 347 Beale St.;
I
Victory Headquarters at 588 was kicked-out of the State
Clement
iald
insurance in
Vance Ave., (Willis, Sugarmon, Constitutional Convention
force with the Negro cornTurner, Ware (Shelby County race because "ministers" are
panies is $1.99 billion. This is
Democratic Club, headed by ineligible to serve in that
an increase of $81 million
William M. Morrow, a Memcapacity.
Atty. Russell Sugarmon; and
over 1962.
phis State University political
Ninth District Democratic ! POLITICAL PULSE-TAKClement, who is vice pres- science professor, who is runLeague, headed by Atty. H. T. ERS are complaining about
ident and avencv officer of ning for a position on the TenLockard, located next door to I this campaign being dead beNorth Carolina Mutual Life nessee State Constitutional
each other at S. Wellington cause "no sound-selling issues
Insurance Co. of Durham, N.- Convention, said:
and Beale Sts. Independent have been injected or, developC.. said the members of his "I am in favor of reapporoters League with offices at ed in the local race.'
association paid $33.85',000 tionment, solely on population
8 S. Fourth St.; headed by
TWO STATE EMPLOYEES
benefits in 1963, and $46,560,- basis." He also advocates in- •
Rev. Charles Williams and are being watched to deter000 in compensation. Payroll creasing the state legislator's
Atty. Ben Hook s; Unity mined whether they are partiwas divided between 8,000 terms from two to four years.
League, 319 Beale, headed 'by cipating in a "Frank" deal or
agents and 4,000 home office
Morrow went on to say that
0. Z. Evers; Lincoln League in a "Fishy" association,
personnel in 500 locations, he "the state budget Ihould be ,
in the Elks Building on Beale where bass is the big catch.
made up every second year ,:•;
said.
POLITICKING
and at that time creative or fr
new legislation should not b.3F.
Among the numerous candidates who have gone down
Representatives on the Republican ticket, and his main
debated." He explained "when It
on Beale Street to meet the prospective voters is Orrin
goai In the House will be to "do everything possible to
the
state budget is being diW. Pickett, right prominent real estate broker seen here
reapportion the ‘egislature as the Supreme ('ourt has
bated it takes up most of the
getting an election day promise from one of the partidirected." The Pickett family lives at 77(i Neptune st. —
time and then just before adcipants in the eternal checker game played on Beale.
41,11 Photo)
journment a lot of other bills
Pickett is a candidate for Position One in the muse of
are railroaded through."
Dr. G. W. Stanley Ish, outHe said further, "A democince.
standing local surgeon, is re- racy cannot be operated with
I mentioned as responsible for The new bloodbath climaxed covering
in Chicago from a the executive branch only
most of orderly advancement more than a week of violence recent operation, according to which is interested only in
'launched by the ""prophetess" information received here late- power. Some legislator puts
made by Negroes.
MuseAlice
Lenshina and her follow- iy from his brother-in-law, interest of large concerns
believes that Mem-1
ers with a pre/ions loss of 121 A. Maceo Walker.
ahead of citizen's rights."
phis has made great strides I lives.
Walker said that Dr. Ish
SOMERVILLE, Tenn —
Morrow advocates a change
• ' The
in advancing equal opportuni-1
government
warned
all
should
be
returning
to
Memin
Legislative committees. He
(NPI) — Thursday, Aug. 6
ties to Negroes, here it is a itourists to leave the area and phis sometime around the first said the Senate and House of
marks an auspicious day on
airlifted an unknown number wegt
A special report on Mem-i Police Commissioner
ncienhS
isep
dtie
scmhbe
arrg.
Representatives Commi
Abe calendar of rural Fayette
Claude long way from being ideal, of troops into the reg'on from
e from the tees should meet jointly. "
phis was recently published A. Armour was tacitly praised
Wounty, for it is expected to
the Chinsali District, neadquar- hospital, Dr. Ish has been con- "This would speed up the legDR. ODIS STRONG
unfold the strength of the Ne•
y the Southern Reguinallfar
maintaining law and order , km/4
ters of the Lumps sect, which valescing at the home of his islative process." He is in fagro vote for the first time in
was reported quiet daring the wife's parents. Mr. and Mrs. vor of
with headquarters in)during the beginning of the
lowering the voting age
the history of the cotton area
•
an a, a. Author of
Claude Barnett.
from 21 to 18.
e'transition.
bordering the Mississippi
report was Benjamin Muse.
river.
Editors of the two daily
The report said that Mem- newspaper as well as the
That is the day when the
LUSAKA, Northern Rhodesia
editor
at this newspaper,
phis has gone well beyond
contests for sheriff and tax
—(UPI) —Fanatical members
Thaddeus
T.
the
assessor will be decided. Following his recent distoken stage in recreationStokes, and the of the Lumpa Sect, armed with
Ticketed for heavy Negro sup- charge from the United States al facilities, place of amuse- editor of the Memphis World, rifles captured In a raid on a
d of public accom- J. A. Beauchamp, were men- police station, were reported to
port are L. T. Redfearn, 48- Air Force, Dr. Odis Strong ment
year-old white-independent op- has opened his office in Mem- modation, however, has not tion for the part they played have started
new orgy ot
posing the incumbent Demo- phis at 256 E. McLemore. He going beyond tokenism in the in the Civil Rights movement killing in their "holy war" agcratic Sheriff C. E. Pattat, Jr., will be engaged in general area of desegregation of here.
ainst the government
equality of treatment in The Memphis NAACP, head38; and the Rev. June Dowdy, medical practice.
First reports said at least
who is seeking the tax post. Dr. Strong is a graduate of seilools and employment.
ed by Jesse H. Turner, and 15i) persons were killed in LustRev. Dowdy, a Negro, is also Meharry Medical college in The quiet, unsensational the Memphis Committee on dhazi, the main town of Norrunning as an independent. Nashville and did his under- moves for equal opportunities Community Relations were thern Rhodesia's Eastern prov
Negroes in the county hold graduate work in South Bend, for Negroes was encouraged
a 2-1 numerical superiority Ind., at Notre Dame univer- by the state administration
when on Jan. 1, 1964 Gov.
over whites, but have been sity, his native home. '
ignored by political aspirants As a captain in the Air Frank Clement established an
even as late as 1959, because Force, he was stationett at official. Commission on Human
only 59 Negroes were register- Bunker Hill AFB, Ind., and Relations, the only such body
ed. However, with the recent served as a flight surgeon.
in any of the 11 former Conconcentrated drive to get Ne- Dr. Strong's wife is the ferate states."
iggroes registered to vote, the
former Miss. Margaret HubIpcture" has Changed drastic- bard, daughter of Mr. and The high caliber' of Negro
and white leaders in Memally.
Mrs. Walter Hubbard of 1842 phis was referred to as a
Rev. Dowdy is the first Ne- Edmondson st.
gro to seek public office in The Strongs live at 1309 S. source for orderly desegregathe county since reconstruc- Barksdale - st., and are the tion of public facilities.
tion days. Redfearn, a two- parents of two children, a
time loser in the race for girl, Leslie, age two; and a
sheriff, is basing his appeal for son, Peter, eight months.
the Negro vote on the fact
that he supported Negro ten- hand."
ant farmers in 1959 who were His opponent, Sheriff PatTERMITES -ROACHES
evicted from farms because tat, is not ignoring the Negro
WIER RUGS -RATS
of their voter registration ac- vote either. Predicting that
1,censed and Bendel
tivities. He is claiming in his he will down Redfearn for the
C./ ',L.
BEFCRF YOU Al.,
campaign that "I gave you third time, he is laying claim
EMBARRAS,SED
the power to vote. I brought to Negro support because he
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
food into this county. I got hired two Negroes as deputies
the white man to shaking your last year.
CALL

Morrow Favors
Lowering Voting
Age To 18

Somerville
Tests Negro
Vote rower

Mcmphis Makes Great Strides
In Desegregation, Says Report
By Southern Regional Council

SA,. Strikes;

Former Air Force /Council
Flight Surgeon To
Practice Here

PEST

—
EXTERMINATING CO.

SPEAS
Appcp,Cida T Atad

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033

VINEGARS

33 Years Experience, Chief Deputy
Clerk 16 years
Set Up Bookkeeping System - Familiar
with All Phases of Work in Office,
Have Served All Four Clerks Full-time
Courtesy and Economy.

Courteous • Qualified
• Efficient

STATE LEGISLATURE
DISTRICT ll
A Candidate Who Will Represent All Of The People

Miles don't matter to a telephone. In moments your phone
can erase them ...bring you the voices you want to hear.
For the pleasure it gives at such low cost nothing quite
compares with your telephon,•.
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'Oliver Accuaes
Ramsay Of Being
A Republican

The United Ministers' and
Business Men's League, the
Shelby County Democratic
club, and the Ninth District
Democratic League pledged to
work together as much as is
possible to get the vast majorthe 83,000 qualified NeA. B. Oliver, who is oppos- ity of
gro
voters to the polls in supThe 10th annual state con- ices.
ing Jack W. Ramsay as a
mentioned
candidate for the Democratic port of the above
vocation of the Church Of God
Samuel Spann, director
candidates.
In Christ, Tennessee's second religious education is in charge
Ex ecuti v e Committee for
unity
an
unprecedented
In
jurisdiction convenes here, of the seminar.
Position 2, said "Ramsay is
the Aug. 4-10,
at Pentecostal
and admitted Republican who meeting, the leaders of
Musical dramrs will be prewere torn for his sake, the
"Efthat
stated
"But go your way, tell
groups
three
Temple Church Of God In sented during the 8-9 hour
is trying to get into the Defeet that were torn by the
efforts
His disciples and Peter
and
fective
cooperative
229 S. Wellington at., and
camp."
Christ,
mocratic
messages will be delivernail prints, and the side that
will help where Bishop J. 0. Patterson
that He goeth before you
Oliver went on to say "Ram- of our organizations
ed nightly, along with music
had been pierced that he
into Galilee: there ye shall
former assure a maximum vote, and is pastor and presiding binot
did
support
say
by
state choir.
on
the
might have a new lease
wimp Him, as He said unto
President John Kennedy and hence victory for our candi- shop.
—Mark 16:7 life, it was time for rejoicing
guest speaker on
Special
dates."
not
President
support
he will
on the part of Peter.
Each of the organizations Delegates are from various Wednesday night, Aug. 5 will
PETER'S STATUS
Lyndon B. Johnson."
parts
of
Services
Tennessee.
be bishop J. S. Bailey, vice
Not only was this a day of
"Tell His disciples and Pe"Now is the time to unite has headquarters and will use began at 10 a.m. daily.
chairman of the executive
rejoicing for Peter but in a
ter!"
behind me who is for pro- them effectively for th2se canof
the
Highlights
convenelection.
board of the church of God
Oftimes we read the Bible like manner it is a day for
gress, a better way of life for didates in the coming
Attending the meeting were tion include: (1) High noon in Christ, international, state
so quickly that we miss the all of us who live in a like
everyone. I am a proven Derevival, beginning each day bishop of southwestern Michreal point. Here this angel manner. We do things which
mocrat who was a staunch Thomas 0. Jones and the Rev. at 12
o'clock; 8:30 p.m. - 7:30 igah and prominent pastor in
standing at the tomb of Jesus fail to meet the approval of
Kennedy supporter. I believe J. C. Richardson of the Minis- p.m., (2)
Leadership training Detroit.
Men's
admonishes these women who Jesus but as we go to our
we should unite and support ters' and Business
Russell B. classes (program of studies: Women's day will be Friday,
had come bent on the prepar- Galilees and once again are
President Johnson so he can League; Attorneys
(3) Usher seminar, (4) training Aug. 7th with Mrs. Fannie
ing of the body of Jesus for restored into the fellowship
complete the fine job he has Sugarmon, J.. and A. W. Willis, Jr., and Jesse Turner of of workers for Sunday school, Page, state supervisor, presidburial to go and tell His dis- we too rejoice. Today each of
been doing."
(5) training union, (6) vacation ing. Official day will be Su
ciples and Peter to meet Him us have somewhere in our
Oliver, a native Memphian the Shelby County Democratbible school: (7) missionaries day, Aug. 9th, state executi.
lives a Galilee — a sacred
is a past commander of Ameri- ic club; Frank Kilpatrick,
in Galilee.
Atty. H. T. Lockard, and Law- and Evangelists seminar; (8) board, presiding, assistant
go and
can Legion and VFW.
A closer look will make one place where we can
worship and the music train- state overseer Audley King,
over and
REV. M. E. PLEASURE
Married, he and his wife are rence Wade of the Ninth Disrealize something different talk our troubles
League, and ing program; (9) the art of chairman. The public is inDemocratic
trict
with
fellowship
our
reestablish
four
of
children
parents
he
Go tell His disciples and Peter.
Labor Leaders George Hollo- pastoring and conclicting serv- vited.
Sometimes we call it
and four grandchildren.
Why "and Pet er"? Had Jesus.
way, Jr., Henry B. White,
bedour
by
down
or
closet
a
disa
Peter lost his status as
Mason London, and Leroy
it is our
wherever
but
sides
conductso
Peter
ciple? Had
islature, said today, "The batClark.
renewed.
ed himself that no one thought spirits are
tle for human rights is not
REFRESHED
SPIRITS
a
being
dishim
of
terms
In
won. If full justice under our
After our spirits are renewciple any longer? What had
system is to be achieved we
All Celan end Calm
ed we come out fortified as
happened?
must continue to move forCombination
never before. We come out
PETER'S DEEDS
ward.
s for Usher,
genisatiesse
Peter had been the one who ready to once again go out The New Testament Baptist Rev. Pleasure is a graduate
"It is now time that constifollowed afar off. Peter had into the vineyard and work church, located at 963 Florida of Dillard university in . New
tutional guarantees of life, libasacu nisionitt asPT.
BapUnion
Master
the
the
and
of
cause
Orleans
at., will be formally opened
Three local political groups
Pulpits, Peers, Com Tahiti
been the one who cut off the for the
erty, pursuit of happiness and
equal treatment for all citizens
ear of the soldier. Peter had unmindful of what it will on Sunday, Aug. 9, and the tist Theological seminary and today made a strong bid to
Tessiet Prices Avelleble
and
Louisiana
in
pastored
us.
cost
has
in
share
public is invited to
obtain the maximum vot.e for
CITE 505 !KEE ChM..
be put into practice," said Talbeen the one who denied
Misin
life
as
the
in
days
well
as
Michigan
Subsequent
day.
the
of
the services
a group of candidates they are Former State Senator Lewis iaferro.
Jesus. Peter had been the one
The church was organized sissippi.
supporting, including Ross Taliaferro who is running for He added, "The federal gov- SPRINGER FASRION INIFORMS
who cursed when the maiden of Peter find him going out
Yel Nst.,11.I. CS IftbNebell It., LW.
preachSpirit
Holy
the
of
full
presently
it
and
10,
July
on
services
beare
Bass, George Grider and five re-election to the 32nd District ernment has taken the lead in Washiness* 5,D.C. Atlanta
Pre-opening
told him that his speech
I. Cwergi•
being bed at the church Fri- Negroes n the Aug. 8 election. seat he held in the 1961 Leg- this field.
trayed him. No doubt Jesus ing the Word of God. On that has some 53 members.
Pentecost
of
day
famous
now
Testament
New
withPastoring
through
5,
Aug.
down
night,
deep
day
thought that
that he Baptist church is Rev. M. E. Friday night, Aug. 7, with
in himself Peter felt that he Peter is so full
thousand Pleasure, who came to Mem- Rev. Pleasure delivering the
was no lonler a part of the preaches and five
fellowship. So He left word people are added to the church. phis recently from the Second message.
e for Peter Baptist church in Oxford,
Coming to Memphis with
to tell His disciples and Peter. Not only is that tri
for each Miss.
Rev. Pleasure are his wife,
Peter had to be reminded but it is equally true
that
feel
we
when
—
us
Mrs. Sheila B. Pleasure, and
once again that Jesus had of
fellow- grabbed a steak knife off a a daughter, Miss Mabel V.
forgiven him of all that he we are a part of the
out
go
to
willing
are
we
ship
shelf and the two began to Pleasure.
had done. Peter had to be recan for the wrestle.
minded that he had an un- and do all that we
kingdom.
the
of
extension
Kinnel struck Hale in the
finished task to perform. Peter
neck and he staggered out the
had to be reminded that he
back door and collapsed. When
was still a part of the propolice arrived, Hale had bled
gram of Jesus. Peter had to
to death.
be invited to Galilee that once
Kinnel was arrested about
again his spiritual fervor
11 Friday morning and conmight be rekindled.
fessed to having stabbed the
It was at this point that
victim.
Peter takes on a kinship to
each of us. Many of us have
Know Your Negro History
done just like Peter. We have
fallen short of the mark but
Some 3,250,000 Negroes beJesus once again wants to
longed to the Baptist denomremind us that we have been
ination in 1937.
forgiven.
Charles Edward Hale, 27, of
PETER FORGIVEN
1497 Dunn rd., was stabbed to
What a joy it must been death early last Friday mornTune in Channel 13 WHBQ every Monday
word
the
ing after he tried to make a
when Peter received
thru Friday and have fun playing T.V.
that he was included in the 60-year-old woman drink some
Bingo. There is a new game every day
BEAUTY SHOP
group to meet Jesus. What a beer at the rear of 1286 FloAutomobile, Furniture
you get a FREE Bingo Card every
and
joy it must have been when rida st.
Signature
519 Vance Ave. 521:1150
time you check out at Big Star. $50.00
Arrested several hours latthe forgiving eyes of Jesus
There Is a reason why people
COMPLETE BEAUTY
fell upon this poor soul who er and charged with the murwill be added to the Jackpot every day
Ilkie to do bu•Ines• with us. You,
too, will Ilk• our courteous treatSERVICE
in self-defense had denied der was Willie Jefferson Kinuntil there is a winner! T.V. Bingo Sponyou.
h•lp
to
de•Ire
mesa and
nel, 46, of 1309 Adelaide at.
His Jesus!
Manicuring and Facials For
sors and their families are ineligible to
"Opon Thurrr.day end Friday
MEN and WOMEN
Police said the argument
What an inner peace must
Nights Until 7;00 P.M.
play T.V. Bingo.
"SPECIAL"
have come to Peter when he started when Hale tried to
Saturdaya 9:00 to 1:00
realized that Jesus had not make Mrs. Idell Dodson drink PERMANENTS were $16.50
DIXIF FINANCE co.
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
taken the manly attitude to- some beer.
NOW 12.50
Hone Owned - tion• operated
11:00 A.M. to 11:30 P.M.
After the argument became
ward his digressions. When he
DIXIE
E"
RE
"F
went into the presence of heated, Hale threatened KinCOMPANY
FINANCE
With th• Pric• Of A Permanent
Jesus and saw the hands that nel with a beer bottle and he these are the styli" we are offering
W. Ilk. to say you to your

Tenn. 2nd Jurisdiction
Meets Here Aug. 4-10

1

New Testament Baptist
Church Opens Sunday

Pledge Unity
To Get Out Big Taliaferro Urges
Primary Vote For Human
Rights Comm.

CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS
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NEED
CASH!

Man,27,
Charged In
Killing

74-4c1-4

EVERYBODY
PLAYING
T.V. BINGO

—Quick Loans—
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1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
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•
•

CAR WASH $
•
•
•

Sat. or Sun. $1.25
Sot Opon S A.M. to 6 P.M.
Sea. Orion $ AM. to 2 P.M.

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH

•
•
•
•
•
•

a
•
3100 Summer at Baltic
tiamumnswinsmasomaimme••••0

•Heir Styling • Conditioning
•Hair Cuts
We Sp•cialit• in Sistting Wigs
WE HAVE OPENING for
Beauty Operator
BOOTHS FOR RENT
Complet•ly Modern Shop
Air Conditioned

loan reciusist"
Esomin•d and Supervls•d ltp
th• State Ditpartment et
Insuranc• and Banking.

2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 1-8511
152 Madison, JA 5-7811.

SAVE 80*I'wa,-,=

•

31,1 MIDWEST MILK
llll
lei
) CART HOME SAVINGS!

each time you buy 2 hail-gallons of

,AT YOUR FOOD STORC

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE

The Brand to
Reach for
4ITN4N
CKOTI NTGON
C OK TINTGO N
KING
COTTON

Franks
Bacon LESS
Sausage
Lunch Meat
A

•
made in the J.S. Govt. ,nspeoted
: kitchens of the

NAT BURING PACKING CO.

TAILORS

CUSTOM

BHS

Play Salmon TV Bingo
Cards Thru Aug. 7, 1964

INC.

248 Vance Ave.

•

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tenn lllll
"YOUR Company Maker What You Ask For
Creates What You Think Of"

And

GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Get your FREE FairgrOunds coupons at
Big Star. They ore worth 10c • on any
ride and 5t on any Kiddieland
Save up a handful and have fun
with your Fri•nds at the Fairgrounds!

a

u It

Ride.
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With seine 932 years of teaching experience behind them.
this group of Memphis school teachers were
honored
during a recent board meeting at the Board of Education
building. On front row, from left, are Mrs. ('arrie Becker,
Gordon Elementary; Mrs. Marjorie A. Bellamy, Peabody;
Miss Lorene Bennett, Bellevue; Mrs. Annie Bishop. Christine; Mrs. Sarah Kate Boyd, South Side; Mrs. Mary M.
Coolidge, Bethel Grove; Miss Christine Gardner, Melrose; Miss Helen ('. Hamilton,('entral, and Miss Ida Hays.
Gordon. On second row, same order, are Miss Nannie

Mae Hollingsworth, Pine Hills: Mr,. Elsie lson, Treadwell; Miss Raye L. Jaffe, Kingsbury High; Mrs. Bodah
I.okey, Humes; Aaron Means. Lester Elementary; Mrs.
Ethel T. Nelson, Carnes; Mrs. Lillian M. Newton, Lenox:
Mrs. Robbie E. Prescott, Snowden, and Mrs. Marie Rawlings, Melrose High, On Third row, from left, are Mrs.
Omega H. Shelto, Georgia Avenue; Mrs. Alice Marie
Simpson, Frayser High, and Miss Ruth Stanfield, Memphis Technical High. — iMLR Photos)

CKNPNORTH
OPRLATR
1%31

'WV

CERTIFICATES OF RETIREMENT
Former city school teachers were presented certificates
for faithful service to the people of Memphis at the riven'
board meeting, and seen standIni from left. are Miss
Margaret Williams. personnel director, calling the roll;

Mrs. Arthur N. Seesel. presenting certificates; Mrs. Ethel
T. Nelson, Mrs. Lillian H. Newton. Mrs. Robbie E. Proscolt, Mrs. Marie Rawlings, Nlis* Marguerite Roseborough
and Ifrs. Omega H. Shell°, retired teachers.

The New York-Washington
trip was chaperoned by Misses
Lydia— K. Johnson and Nide
Harris, both teachers at Lanier High school.
In addition to the trips,
outstanding guests have been
brought to the JSC campus
for talks.
By EDGAR T. STEWART
This is the second summer • Among them have been Med, Ftord Foundation
The Continuing Educational ! session of CEEP at JacksonlI Nei I Lowry
in
Enrichment Project at Jack- lState. It began on July 4 withlisilraennipnrgesi
v
and Projects; Dr.
son State college in Jackson,q0 students and 10 in-service
KennethClark, psychologist
Miss., known as cEE13, has 'teachers,
at the City College of New
made great strides.
Unlike the first session. York, and Dr. Wiley S. HodThe program is for the ben- those participating in the pre— len, dean of instruction, Clark
Mit of superior and talented sent one are from points in college, Atlanta.
high school students and for Mississippi beyond the Jackin-service teachers and is sup- son area. The first group was Big Jump
ported by grants from the made up f.'om students from
Jimmy Dean. whose "Jintm•se
• Field and Ford Foundations the four high schools in Jackand sponsored by the college, son and from Lanier, Brink- Dean Show' returns for its
ley, Jim Hill and Holy Ghost. seconc season on WBK13-TV
this fall, is scheduled to be the
TRIPS AND TALKS
:rand Marshal at a rodeo in
Highlights of the summer's
untsville, Tex. in October.
6 Months on Job Clool.fi•s
work have been riga trips
He's done them before, but
to Washington. D. C., and the
OVER 75 CARS FROM
this time it's a prison rodeo.
New York World's Fair, and
$99 TO $899 'tours to Grenada, Knoxville
Icollege, Fisk university, Pea- Know Your Negro History
$5 DOWN $5 WEEK !body college, Tennessee State, Of 3,000 persons living in
,Dillard and Howard universi- the Illinois country in 1763,
ALL MAKES-COLORS
ties.
about 900 were Negro slaves.
and BODY STYLES
See me personally or call only
,

L
SIDEp
SIDE
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CLEVELAND
Mother, You vor,'t have to cook today. We are going to enjoy Colonel Sanders' Original Recipe.

1217 BELLEVUE near McLEMORE
811 So. HIGHLAND at DOUGLASS
3543 SUMMER at HIGHLAND

EXTREMELY
GOOD FOR
PICNICS &
PARTIES

POPLAR at CLEVELAND

GENE WILDER

Hoehn Chevrolet
310 Union Ave. JA 7.4478

The light Of The VIA Temple
THE HOUSE OF. PRAYER
ALL WELCOME
PHONE 321-9266

2552 POPLAR AVE.

MEMPHIS, TENN.

MOVING WITH MR. AC MONTGOMERY SALES REPRESENTATIVE
FOR PRYOR OLDSMOBILE

260

NEW OLDS TO MOVE, WITHIN 60
DAYS PAY THE DOWN PAYMENT TO SUIT YOUR
BUDGET-OWN YOUR DREAM OLDS

For your New Olds or a dependable One Owner Trade-In, see Mr. Montgomery personally at Pryor or call
him and he will be happy to come by your home or office to see you.

2525 SUMMER AVE.

Now, My People, I would lik•
like to bring to your attention that Rev. Mrs. Poulin•
Williams has been doing some
work of God for all of us.
Yes, I mean You and Me and
Everyone who is in need of
God's help. She has helped
many people. She has dedicated her work and all her
time to you to bring God into
your heart and your homes,
to drive out the devil and the
evil that sorn• of Our brothers and sisters have been
touched by. She hbs helped
many people and she con
kelp you.
She holds private services
for each and every person.
Yes, Indeed, and all your
problems are kept in the
utmost confidence.

She con and will help you.
If you. are sick, worried,
troubled, . fearful that the
hand of evil has fallen upon
you, If you feel that you
need help, well help can
be reached. Go out to see
Rev. Mrs . Williams at 2552
Poplar Avenue.
Brothers and
Remember,
Sisters, there's no pity for
those who or* in need of
help and don't go to see
Rev. Williams. She can and
will help. She helps people
by the Prayer of God. She
heals by Prayer. So ther• is
no need to suffer any longer.
help is waiting for you. Go
to see Rev. Williams. her
service is seven days a
week. See Rev. Mrs. Pauline
Williams today!

IF your credit is bad and you need a car;
Don't worry
SEE
F. G. Miller at John Wollford Co.
915 Union Av•. PM. JA 6-0466

The Goldwater Platform
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The New York Police
'The mat intouldiate aspect
Is the widespread distrust in
which the Police Department is
held by a lorge past of the Negro
community. We share Mayor
Wagrier's faith in Police Commissioner Murphy and in the
overwhelming majotity of men
and women who make up Coe
Police Depitrtnsinat
"But the auta to: blitzed for
them that prevaik in some sections of this city must be dispellied U they are to do their
duty properly. And it is a matter of the utmost urgency that
any adsfists or .brutailitarians
that may persist whhin the force
be weeded out'
Toe charge that Communist
r,achirattons are at the ',mom
of the Harlem disturbances o
the usual, handy subterfuge by
police officials to cover up their
definer-cies and brutalities, Policemen are quick to use their
clubs and guns when Negroes
are involved in a street incident
It is this lack of restraint for
which they we notorious that
touches off race riots as a rule_

Only In America
ameeimulleramerliamw eammemieumw •
_

HARRY GOLDEN

Never More Alone
The Connecticut State Police
riot too long ago took a wore of
big cars and sedans and a score
of small cars and compacts up
to East Haddam and then prooeeded to run them ir.to each
other at speeds up to 40 miles
an hour.

Notwithstanding
by Thaddeus T. Stokes
YOUR ONE VOTE
The hotest flame in this pro.deal campaign have expended
themselves. The greatest oratory
has grown weak with boredom.
Many of the candidates have
lost weight.
Lack of sound political issues
prevented the local campaign
from reaching the white-heat
point. No illuminating personality was found in this crop of
office seekers to brighten the
political horizon.
Political promises — in the
main—were confined by boundaries of reasonableness. Enthusiasm of candidates' supporters
was as conservative as a Victorian tea.
Attendance at rallies — both
large and small — was slightly
off. Audiences were attentive
Jut rather aloft.
&me local political leaders
and aspirants to leadership went

out of town on vacations—short
and long—during crucial days
of the campaign.
Leaders responsible for the
splinting and splindering of political organization were not as
cruel to each other as in the
peat. -Each divided group went
os separate way in its own
chosen manner."
This is the eve of the Primary
Election. Now is the time for the
voter to speak his piece. Fate of
campaigners rests in the hands
of the voter.
As a citizen of Tennessee arid
a resident of Memphis and Shelby County the finest kind of
citizenship that can be displayed by you ThursCoo Aug. 6th
is to vote.
As I poiroed out so a story,
appearing in this column last
week. Your one vote is very
important.

An Open Letter
Sir:
Ynir entorial advaing Negrc,es to vote for George Grid.
er s an insult to the intelligence of every Negro voter
in Memphis and Shelby County.
You charge that he said demonstrations are unconstitutional. This is not true, and you
know in What he did say —
and it was at the urns of the
unsuccessful World Pair demorutrations — was that he opposed demonstrations of this
kind. Many of us felt the same.
it, as you say, Negroes
should not vote for George
Gilder, we ask you: who in the
good bord's name should we
vote for, now or ever?
If we cannot support the
man who stood up years ago
arid demanded that the City of
Memphis stand by its promise
that a Negro golf tournament
could be held on a course
where only white players had
been allowed . . .
If we cannot support the
man who has worked constantly on the Shelby County
Quarterly Court for the rights
of all citizens and for more
participation by Negroes in
government . . .

Jackie Robinson
Says

••

Harlem Riot Tragedy

$11/11116 I 11111.11111 ItsisUM TOE TM STITI ICA

Tbe New York riots whkh
have brought deaths. serious injuries end severe property damages should be a stern warning
to other communities that disorders and social unrest must
be handled with dismation and
meticulous care at the very outset. Any delay in dealing efface.
ciainly with a potentially dangerous situation may bring on a
tragic Uain of incidentsFailure of the New York police officials to take immediate
cornethe action in the fatal
shooting of a ifi.fteett year-old
Negro school boy by an off-duty
policeman was at the root of the
trouble. To attribute the disorders wholly to left-stag extremists is a deliberate pervercee sf
the truth_
The celebrated New York
-7eCi In
Times was eminently Cr.-pointing out that there are
many aspects to this problem,KS:once!, sociological. economic, errotiocal; and a great many
people have contributed to it by
acts of commission or omission
throughout the decade.

ell?
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If we cannot vote for the
man who deplored demagoguery during lb. University on
Mississippi riots. the Min who
pubinny denounced the slaying
of Medgar nvers as a vicious
and cowardly crime, the man
who repeatedly told leaders of
the White Citizens Council
that they are not wekorne in
Memphis. .
If we cannot vote for a man ,
like this, we ask you again:
Whom do you suggest?
At a time when all Negmes
should be working to get all
the votes possible at the pools
and when 400 volunteers are
risking their lives to help people exercise their rights as
citizens, you are in effect telling your fellow citizens to stay
at home

After a couple of hours of
watching crumbling steel and
showering glass and hearing the
wrenching fenders and the careening of rubber they came to
the tionclusion that in any given
accident involving a small car
and a big car, the small car zets
the worst of it.
Said A. J. White. director of
the research company which
staged the demonstration. "It's
like a sledge hammer hitting a
tack."
Funny, I could have told thins
the same thing without the ex•
r.eriment and then the State of
Connecticut could have sold all
those cars to drag racers or delinquents.
While the logic of these traffic experts is ur.iro.peachable.
their common sense leaves something to be desired. People who
buy small cars or compacts do
not buy them with the expectation of having an accident on
the highway.
The man who buys a big Cadillac does not expect to coll:de
with a 20-ton truck. The prescriptive truth is not to get rid
of small cars because they come
out second best in accidents but
heavier models any more than it
It to abolish Cadillacs because
•.:ucks could demolish them.
The answer would seem to be,
at least to an impracticable person like myself, to make large
models incapable of attaining
speeds whereby they can bash
the smaller models as well as
governing the speeds of trucks
and cadillacs, but you may well

ask what's She sense of making
a large model which cannot go
fast.
What can we do about t.-.e
tiag:: pointless deaths that occur da•ly on our highways except keep adding them up.
Through we invent safety device after device from seat belts
through non-shattering glass
through roll-over cars, the incidents of crippling injuries keeps
increasing day by day.
And the reason is speed. Human reflexes are fast but at. 70
miles an hour they are a second
too slow. Do not tell me that installing governors in cars will
ruin Ilse economy.
In most states it is a law that
w.r.en the schoolsbus stops, all
cars must stop, the cars in the
left lane and the cars in the right
until the bus starts up again.
Despite this law, our economy
still prospers.
All this law has done is save
lives of school children. In some
states you not only get a ticket
for passing a halted school bus.
..ou lose your license. The threat
of this deterrent has appreciably
enforced this law.
Now supposing no car could
exceed the speed of 43 miles an
hour? A salesman on his way
to a customer would probably
spend an extra 10 minutes
driving but he would live to be
74 instead of dying in a crash
at 33. He would spend an adcOtional 36 years consuming our
gross national prixamt.
No one is ever more alone than
traveling the highways. Death
lurks every foot of the way.
The chances of flying with d
maniac are rare indeed. But it
is not maniacs who kill along
the highway, the killers are
otherwise decent people who go
too fast.

9/14ide

WASHINGTON
--

For shame!
Earl Mirrims
Grace Brown
Eugene Henson
Mrs. J. La Mondue Coger
H F. Bar-ward
Miss Addle M. Holmes
W. Ronald Gibson
Mrs. W. R. Gibson
Kenneth T. Whalum
Rev. H. 0. Keeeland. Jr.
Charles Moore

IV4AkCH OF EVENTS —
ART
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Real Meaning Later
WASHINGTON — To many
rofessional politicians, the real
meaning of events at San Francisco won't become plain until
the November presidential bal-

c

kiting has peen co'in:ed
True, some in both parties are
taking the shoet-range Bea that
the selection of Barry Goldwater as the GOP presidential can

What a tragic catecidenot
that chaos and not should erupt
in Harlan just after the Barth!wan Party has noretnated a man
*ha amen to wan: to get to be
President by convincing whites
in the North and South that he
knows how to deal with the Negro Revolution.
Whathas happened in Harlem
could not be more perfect for
Mr. Goldwater's caise if it had
been dreamed up and planned.
This is especially true La light
of the way the press of the Far
and Midwest has played the
Hallam rioting. Thousands of
rni:es awl; frcim the somas,
w as uni...b1* 217 g;t the MU* PLC
1.4/41 of what was happening
back in Harlem loy modiag the
biloosPePees es seeing the Who
vision versions.
The picture they presented
was that a policeman had ably
defended himself against a
knife-wielding Negro youth —
had justifiably killed him — and
then. every hoodlum and petty
gangster in Harlem had marched forward to invoke a reign of
terror.
Only by getting in ccntact
with trusted friends in the East
and being briefed on the telephone could I learn that there
was a great deal more to the
story than this.
From what I have been told.
I would judge that fearless Jim
Farmer has played a magnificent rcle in this tense situation.
He has given uncomproating and
oital linderslOp at a time when
was crucialiy needed
He has refused to bite his ton•
gust about the Gestapo methods
of the New York City Police. I
do not have to be in Harlem to
be familiar with the kind of
f-enzied and sadistic brutality
that many of the New York City
police force feel they can get
away with in dealing with Negro and Puerto Rican citizens.
if it is true that Jesse Gray.
tha housing crusader. and James
Lawson, Black Nationalist lead-

er. added the fuel of incitement
to the boiling anger of Harlem,
liey are guilty of a terrible disservice to the community, to the
Negro and to civil rights. The
14gest..ori to already inflamed
cotes= that they invoke guerilla warfare to solve their probinns is the kind of advice which
can only make matters worse.
Clensadastoner Murphy can no
longer afford to take the pees
that his Department can handle
a situation which has been so
badly misliandled for so many
you*, even before he was CO221raiarioner.
Mayor Wagner keeps making
noises of "confidence" in Commissioner Murphy and his ability to take care of the job. It is
now obvious that the only honest thing for the Mayor to do is
to yield to the demands for a
Civilian Review Board to look
:,:to such monstrous brutalities
as the slaying of young Powell
seems to have been.
How tragically ridiculous that
a police lieu:enant can get away
with contending he had to kill a
ftfteen-year-old boy. armed with
penknife or not.
I do not uphold the hoodlums
who roved Harlem streets, takmg advantage of the awful situation. I do not condone the actions or inflammatory words of
some self-seeking leaders who
can find glory only when there
is grave crisis
I only hope that the deeplyrooted Harlem problem will now
get the attention it deserves
from authorities of every level of
government. Solving the Powell
incident alone will not do !hat
job.
And as for us. we must continue our Just and legitimate
fight for freedom — but I hope
we will not unnecessarily and
foolinshly give any more ammunition to a Barry Goldwater who
has proven handsomely that we
wouldn't have a ghost of a
chance at progress if he ever got
to be the President.
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Know
The
Negro

By AL DUCKETT
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O
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;Now, We Must All Vote
"I think I will vote this time,
my Big Mouth friend told me.
You should have been voting
all along," I replied. "What has
brought on this sudden resolve?" — u if I didn't know.
"Goldwater," Big answered
promptly. "I do not go for this
clown, no kind of way."
"What has he done to you?" I
demanded — teasing. "Irs true
he voted against the civil rights
bill — but he does say he would
enforce it as President."
"Yeah" B.g sneered. "How!
Py appointing Governor Wallace the Attorney General?"
"Oh, I don't think he would
go that fer„" I protested.
"I have no idea how far he
would go and I do not intend to
talcs the chance of finding out.
If I was In Chicago, I would
vote for LILT ..everal times, not
lust once."
"That wouldn't be right, Big,"
I said.
"Neither is it right to deny
me my rights — especially when
didate was a make mistake
bordering on disaster. But there
Is a longer view, and one worth
thinking about as objectively if
current heated politics will Permit.
One must start from the pie-

they have a Civil Rights Bill. I
think Goldwater has been N'ery
un-civil about that bill.
-Furthermore." Big Mouth
continued."I am not lust against
Barry Goldwater because I
think he is a covered-up craker.
I am against him because I
think he is war-happy. He may
get up out of bed one morning,
evil, and don't you know he
might just decide to push that
little button which can blow us
all to hell. What damn good
civil rights be to me if I inhale
too much fallout? Answer me
that.
"No good," I admitted.
"Wall, that's just why I am
going to vote Mr. LBJ right
back into that White House," Big
said. "Furthermore, I am going
to talk to all my friends and see
that they do the same."
"Before you can vote, you
have to register, Big," I told

• •

FEI

"Then I will do that too," Big
said. "I will do that too!"
mho that the GOP since 1932
has been, essentially, a minority
party nationally. It wins, or
c,,mes close to winning, when it
pioduces a magnetic personality
ni when the Democratic record
hecomes burdened with liabilities of its own doing
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Illerrg Go-Round

Roberts Urges
Repeal Of
'Fair Trade' Law

I.
•
•
•

The people of Memphis and
!Shelby county should know
•
the real issues involved in this
•
campaign for the election of
their representatives for the
•
Tennessee Legislature.
"After once obtaininf office,
•
it is almost impossible to get
•••••1111111111W•IIII IIII•11
smile to further the wishes of
the people. rather than lobby's
PEOPLE - STOCK IN TRADE Doris Sodden, 902 Polk St
and vested interests," he said.
Nearly a decade has passed Gerri, a teacher in St. Loui,
"Many candidates speak with
was
years,
past
three
the
of
for
pleasure
the
ziuce I had
the 'voice of Jacob and the
loveling with you via this a most charming honoree when
hands of Esau.' For the next
ABE ROBERTS
_swift vehicle in and among her hostess entertained for her
two years they will determine
the social life of this city. The at a delightful "Chat and
laws
your
evethe
that
affect
farms
of s a f ety laws,
rious
Amp° is the same however, Snack" Supper.
ry-day cost of living.
drivers license.
t the stops are more num- Exquisite floral arrange"Look behind the scenes, the "I believe that the express
'Utous and varied than ever be- ments throughout the house
connections and the sponsors ways, should be limited in the
complemented the very atof these individuals . . . Is it use of the vehicles operating
re.
Our stock in trade here is as tractive buffet setting which
an insurance company, the fi- at a minimum of 45 to 70
miles.
Ilways, People . . . You: your was resplendent with slices of
nance ..:ompany, a bank or just per hour, and the agricultural
taTnily, your associates, your beef and turkey and a %retied
who
operais
financing
the
or other hazardous vehicles
organizations, your travels, assortment of hor d' ouerves,
tions of these individuals.
should not be permitted to use
Nom' personal milestone and which was served with frappe.
"The
out
matters
set
in
the
the express ways.
4Inniversaries, your births, Guests thoroughly enjoyed
enclosed sheet are of great inyour bereavements, your ill- this very informal occasion
"I believe that sales taxes
terest
people.
If
you
to
the
-Fess. In short, we are inter- and lingered long to chat with
wish, to further these aims and should be taken off food, utilested in and concerned with Gerri.
objectives, I would appreciate ities and medicines, as necesyour joys and sorrows in a Among those who came were
your vote and alsa telling your sities of life.
Stevens,,
Martelle Trigg, Callie
heighborly fashion.
"I believe that the door
friends."
RobinRosa
We invite you to share your Marilyn Watkins,
Roberts said, "The present should always be open for the
SugLessye
Collins,
Ruth
news with us regularly. If son,
statute on personal injuries in people to be able to make conCoverage for an event is de- armon, Jewel Gentry Hulbert,
Tennessee limits same to one tact with Legislators while the
RECEPTION
AT
THE
Fitzgerald,
Davenport
Mae
notice
tired give us advance
year. This is entirely inade- Legislature is in session an,
Suggs, the matron of honor. Officiating at the private
for our calendar, and to as- Margaret McWilliams, Ida Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Deberry were present
quate and Mississippi and Ar- that a d van cc notice of proceremony held in the home of the bride's parents was
Lure you a high quality of re- Lockard, Pauline Toney, Jack at the reception given by the bride's parents at the Top
kansas have between three and posed Legislation should be
porting. Just write, or call, So- and Mary Roberts, Beulah WilRev. A. McEwen Williams, pastor of St. John Baptist
Hat and Tails clubtouse. From left are Martin Suggs,
five years. Also in the State furnished to the people so that
ciety Editor, Tri State Defend- liams, Hattie Swearingen, Hel- best man; Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Deberry, and Mrs. Martin
Church Vance.—(Hooks Brothers photo)
of Missouri from three to six they are aware of what is about
•236 S. Wellington, Phone: en Shelby, Larcenia Cain, Mrs.
years.
to be done to protect their inA. S. Hunnicut and daughter
p26-8397.
Cright, Mrs. Marilee Scott and "It is my purpose to see that terest.
• • •
Ann Catherine Hunicutt,
the
present statute of limita- "I believe that Legislature
John Taylor.
INSURANCE MEET
The Passport Dining Room
tion on personal injuries is in- should be re-apportioned on
The bride is a graduate of
What is the summer season at the Metropolitan Airport is
creased to a minimum of three the basis of population.
Tennessee A & I State univer- years to
;without a convention? The becoming a favorite dinner
offset the lobby of the "I believe that the so-called
sity' and a member of the fafarther away the better. Phila- spot for Memphians. Miss DiaInsurance Company.
and mis-nomer 'fair trade' laws,,
culty of Georgia Avenue Ele- "I
delphia, Pa., was the distance mond was the inspiration for
believe that the Work- should be repealed, and thatak
mentary school. She is a mem- man's Compensation
traveled by local insurance a party which included Rosa
benefits all products should be entitledall•
ber of Alpha Kappa Alpha so- should be
filen when the National In- Robinson, Callie Stevens. and
modified and in- to normal competition instead
rority
and
!mance Association met there Beulah Williams.
other
social
clubs.
creased to give better protec- of artificial fixed prices regMr. and Mrs. Clifford De- Donell Sumerise, brothers of Scotts, Mrs. M. W. Cox and Mr.
Wuly 20-23 at the Sheraton Ho- Also
Deberry is a graduate tion to the working people of ulated by the
enjoying berry were united in marriage the bride; Mr. Howard Evans Mrs. Sophia McCoy.
observed
manufacturer
of
Tennessee
tel.
State
university
Johnson,
And Mrs. Rose
the State of Tennessee.
themselves in the Passport recently at the home of the
with no connection as to the
and Mrs. Nora Craig, grand- Mrs. Rovenia Franklin, Mrs. and plans to teach in Memphis "I
- All Memphians were proud Room recently were Mr. and
believe that restrictions actual law of supply and debride's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
when H. A. Gilliam moved up Mrs. Ernest L. Young, Mr. and Harrison Summerise of 1382 S. parents of the bride; Mr. and Rosie Martin, Mrs. Josie Pink, this fall
should be tightened on the va- mand."
In the number two spot which Mrs. John E. Wesley, Mr. and Parkway east in the presence Mrs. B. L. Gilmore, Miss Glo- Mrs. Marion Holly, Willie
assures him of being the'pres- Mrs. James H. Black and
Massey, William Ward, Jones. Mr. and Mrs. Lafayette
of members of the families and ria
ident-of the organization; an Charlia. Moore.
Ernest Yancey, Mrs. Essie Brown, Mrs. Othella Shannon,
lose friends.
ilffice served so ably a few
Fizer, Mrs. Edith Cotton, Mr.
• • •
The radiant bride is the for- and Mrs. Allowrence Turner Mrs. Frances Taylor, Mrs. Emyears back by Maceo Walker,
ma H. Stotts, Mrs. A. W. Hall,
mer Miss Lavonia Summerise. and Eugene Matthews.
president of Universal Life. VACATIONERS
Commodore Primons, Mrs.
Dnpressive also, was the ad- The West always vies with The groom's parents are Mr. OTHER GUESTS
Willie Mae Watkins, Mr. and
dress made by Universal's the East to claim Memphis and Mrs. Clifford Deberry.
And Theodore Love, Robert Mrs. V. Heard, Miss Serita
Gerald T. Howell before Agen- vacationers . . . Mr. and Mrs. The bride's parents enter- Smith, Mrs. Winner Foster, Brown, Mr. and Mrs. William
cy Directors during one of Floyd Campbell are just re- tained at an elaborate recep- Mrs. W. P. Tungsten, Mrs. El- Carter and Miss Delois Brasturning from a pleasant visit tion held at Top Hat and Tails
their business sessions.
with Mrs. Campbell's mother clubhouse immediately after ma H. Mardis, Mrs. Thomas well.
: Union Protective was very
California ... Miss Isabelle the . ceremony. Champagne Suggs, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Also Eugene Conner, Mr.
in
Veil represented with Harold
Greenlee
and Mrs. Phyllis overflowed from a fountain in Jones, Mr. and Mrs. J. R. and Mrs. Will Cloyd, Miss DarWhalum, vice president, 0. T.
Trotter, Miss Velma Lois dien Woods, Mrs. Grace Wiltaking in the wonWright
are
Turner, Ernest Payne. Rufus
the bar.
Jones, Mrs. Edith D. Willis, liams, Williford Carter, Mr.
Jones, and Thomas H. Watkins, ders of the New York World's The bride's table was over- Harry Dabney, Mr. A. M. and Mrs. Norfleet Dickerson,
Jr. who received an award Fair.
•••
laid with a white satin cloth Pickett, Mr. and Mrs. Lee'Tal- Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Phillips,
ind was inducted into stemcandelabra ley, John Macklin, Edward Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Macklin,
sterling
where
pership of the Quarter Million Our sincere condolences to stood on either side of the Thompson, Mr. Omega Shelto, Isaac Johnson. Mrs. George
Dollar Roundable for his ex- Corinne "Sugar" Hightower huge tiered cake. Hors d'oeu- Mrs. L. U. Flagg, Mrs. C. W. Brown, Mrs. Mollie
A. Mceeptional production this year. Price whose father, Samuel vres of Hawaiian, Oriental and
Former Memphians, the Le- Williamson was buried August American style were served.
under'"speople
the
right
-'
roy Taylors, now of Mammoth 1 in Chicago. "Sugar" was an Large baskets of white stock
standing of life, its potentialioutstanding
organist
at
Emi n Of Times
Insurance Company, Louisities as well as its responsistood on either side of the
ville, Ky. enjoyed "Old Home manuel Episcopal Church for bride's table.
bilities. In other words, we
Dear Editor:
many
years
before
taking
up
Week" with their many
OUT-OF-TOWN GUESTS
The little grandson of my should teach them that life is
l'rfends, giving the latest news residence in Chicago. She will
out-of-town friend was making lots of more than romance, that they
the
of their Gloria Jean, now liv- also be remembered for her Among
Josie Sum- noise. His grandfather said to are to be men and women
eng-in-Egypt with her Egyptian clerical proficiency as well as guests were Miss
merise, the bride's aunt, Los him, "Stop that noise," and and unless we build them for
husband and young daughter; her sweet personality.
Angeles; Mr. and Mrs. Eddie the little boy said, 'why?" It the age, we are going to have
• • •
Leroy Jr. who is an airaunt of goes to say that we are not to do a lot of mending.
A 25-year-old man narrowly escaped death
sin Hollowell was lying on bed near window
plan. tiOth look very well and North Metnphis, South Mern- Forte, Sr., uncle and
no betlast week when some unidentified person
when bullet struck his bed.
asked to be remembered to,phis, Millington, Frayser, and the bride, Jackson, Tenn.; Mr. only living in a changing "This country can be
Hollomon, world, but a challenging ter than the men and women
Lofton
Mrs.
and
shot through the window of thn home. Elall residents of surrounding
2"'
aunt, Den- world. People are questioning that inhabit it. Therefore, each
and
uncle
another
• • •
areas we earnestly solicit your
Mrs. every act, and we can see that of us has a contribution to.
to falter
THAT AND SNACK
news. Did you study this sum- mark, Tenn. and Mr. and
"Have no time for
groom's because of the conflicting ide- make to keep America strong. try because it comes back to "And let time your
- Geraldine M. Diamond was mer? Did you travel? What Lincoln Deberry, the
trifling hate
us
directly
or
indirectly.
So,:
every
sister-in-law.
woman
in
reach
a
man
and
and
hard
to
Each
brother
ology
it
is
sorrow
heal.
/he inspiration for a round of did you de? Let us put it on
"And we will find life
in the words of the Poet let'
The
help.
We
can
denominator.
can
community
common
guests
who
many
Among
the
zatherings and visits on the record. Get the news to us by
quite worth living
congratulated the happy couple only way we can appreciate not expect the police depart- me say:
"Folks like us for
4own when she visited with Friday evening please.
"If we will all cooperate."
were the matron of honor and where we are today, is to look ment to do the full job if we
one another,
"rolks like us may help
citizens refuse to help.
close friend of the bride, Mrs. back where we came from.
J. W. Ester
Geneva Suggs and husband, "So the question is: Are we I think it is time to stop
each other
what
about
much
thinking
so
Martin Suggs, who was Mr. selfish that we would rather
"Even though the task
Deberry's best man.
seems hard to hew.
see our form of government the Government does for us,
do
can
what
we
rather
but
"Burdens shared or
Others were Mr. and Mrs. destroyed than to surrender
After
all,
government.
the
for
sing
burdens lightened
Will Cloyd. the bride's aunt to the will of right? We
and uncle; Mr. and Mrs. Willie "God Bless America," but the Government is all of us. It! "By the love of friends
give.
we
that
but
power
has
no
Me?"
"God
Bess
who care.
mean
The "guys and dolls" of'John W. Williams. Mary Lindsey. also uncle and aunt don't we
The Bluff city and Shelby
Jack and Jill of America, Inc., Thornton of Michigan, Ray of the bride; Mr. and Mrs. We have the greatest country No money but what we put
MILWAUKEE, Wis. --(UPI)
County Council of Civic Clubs
t
eld a party at the home of Bryant. Priscilla Main, William 'Willie Lindsey, Jr.. Miss Agnes in the world, can be kept into it. So the more you de- "For the sun that shines
—A
Republicsn candidate for has scheduled its annual
mand, the more money you i
the brightest
orris and Ronald Walter on McChriston. Thomas Young, Lindsey and Miss Gloria great by you and me.
Cangress says young civil rights "Queen Contest" dance for
aturday night. July 18, and Robert Bryant, Buss Stovall, Weaver, all cousins of the "We Seniors should use all have to give. It should be a "Is the one seen through
workers from the North are Friday, Aug. 7, from 10 p.m.
your tears
3ill who assembled in the spa- Eric Dewalt and Ossie Lewis. In ide: Clifford, Rozell and the time we can to give our pleasure to give to our coun-;
hurting their own cause because to 2 a.m, at the Flamingo
"And the grind of just
pious den described it as a
Among the members present
o' "do-Gooder Inexperience." Room on S. Hernando St. Muexistence
:lively affair."
were Edgar Davis, George
"Mellowed, is by passing
For er Rep. Glenn Davis. who sic will be supplied by Gene
Among the guests on hand Lowe, Raymond and Georgia
is ca paigning for election in "Bowlegs" Miller and his comyears.
a'ere Alvin Kyles, Wade Har-1Lynom, Sylvia and Paula
Wisconsin's new 9th Congress- bo.
George Gossett, Leon 1 Braswell, Donnie and Harriet
•
ional district, made the state- Advance admission is $1.25
"So forget your petty
ivory, Ruby Mason, Patricia1Davis, Dianna Briscoe, Cary
ment in commenting on the al- and $1.35 at the door. Frank
grievances
Cash. Gjuandale Fisher. Jean and Emmit Woods, Joseph
leged beating of a civil rights Kilpatrick is president of the
"Put your shouder to
Ind Franklin Ball, Phyllis Curl Shannon, Maudette Brownlee,
worker from Milwaukee in Mad- Council. Mrs. Arline Patton is
the wheel
IA Texas; Henry Coneway and ! Muria' Hargraves, Julie Saden, Miss.
chairman of the dance.
"Do your best, not stop
1 vine, Rochester Neel, Clarrichael Brandon.
a Also John R. "Twiffy" Ar-;ence Davis, Melanie McWil}mid, III, Thomas Gill, Chico 1 Hams, Anthony Johnson, AldCortez, Margaret Brinkley, teena Foster and Fred SengOr Connecticut; Twyla Miles,Istacke.
•

By Mrs. Emogene W. Wilson

Elaborate Recepti on Honors
Mr. And Mrs. Clifford Deberry
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jack And Jill Chapter
ponsors Summer Party

Wis. GOP'er Raps Club Council
;lights Workers To Hold Dance
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Conn. NAACP Presents
Integration Proposal
BRIDGEPORT, Conn.---(UPITchool desegregation," n rem*
— The Bridgeport school board olden of the undesirability of
was asked to adopt a five- defacto segregation.
point program to ease racial — Put such a policy into effect by redistricting the school
imbalance in city schools.
The,program was outlined in districts or reassignment of
a 19-page report prepared by pupils from schools with large
the Bridgeport-Stratford branch Negro-Puerto Rican student
of the National Association for body.
the Advancement of Colored — Pick sites for new shools
located so as "to prevent new
People (NAACP).
A statement accompanyintracial imbalances or concentra1
•
the report charged that the tains whenever posible."
— Establish regular admin.
elementary'
"majority of our
school children do attend seg. istrative reviews to identify'
. changing housing patterns so
grenated schools."
racial balance in
The report named f our that the
schools would be stable.
schools where Netts Rican
Negro
d
srtra taonrs
N
Rica mored mi
— Promote
and Negro children comprise Puerto Rican administrators
student
the
of
148 to 91 per cent
throughout the school system. Miss Dorothy Williams, center, n receiving
body. There,, are 36 elementary
a 51,000 scholanihlp from Rev. W. A. SURV,
schools in the city, Non-white '
who was her trainer for the Elks Regional
students represent 37 per cent
Oratorical Contest held here in July. At the
of the total school population. Andy GriffIth's first television1 left- is Miss Catherine Merriweather, a
The report urged school of- appearance was a guest on
coach"The Ed Sullivan Show," on speech teacher st Hamilton who also
finials to:
ed Miss Williams, who plans to attend Tenmonoseveral
did
he
which
a
themselves
to
Cammit
—
nessee State A Is I University this fall to
eolicy of "achkvhig maximum logues.

TV Graduate

HEAD TURNING

LORENE'S BEAUTY
SHOP

LAMOUR9
WIGS
WIGS
WIGS

• •

Fashioned Personally Just For You
By Our Wig Experts
NO MONEY DOWN
CREDIT NO PROBLEM • MONTHS TO PAY
Instant Glamour For The Woman On The Go

ALL SHADES & STYLES
Ready For Immediate Delivery
FREE HOME DEMONSTRATION
start a ,
ii -medical course. Miss Williams.
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Grady WilCollege St.. also won an exliams of
pense-paid trip to the National Elks Convention to he held in Miam I, Fla., this
month. Re,. Sugg. IS a history teacher at
Hamilton high school.

PONY
TAILS

CALL DAY or RITE

946-5866
1666 RIVERSIDE BLVD.
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They Visited New York Fair
Also Mammoth Cave In Kentucky

Mary Houston, 923 Keel ave.,
and Miss Doris Faulkner, 790
Castle et. tastifled in court
in Carter's behalf.

Plan Lawn Party
For August 7th

A 32-year-old man accused
o city policement of sadisticThe Shamrock Socialites'
ly beating him while he was
club made final plans for a
handcuffed, under arrest last
lawn party during its recentSaturday evening t/ea/ 1154 ly held
monthly meeting at
Jackson ave.
the home of the president.
Edward R. Carter of 1184 Mrs. Tel.:- sea Watson of
Tunica at., Apt. 3 pointing to Shankman Circle.
two long raw scares on either
The party has been set for
check claims that Patrolmen Aug. 7 at the home of Mr. and
T. A. Pikins and J. E. Hill- Mrs. McDolah Burke of Davis
man rubbed the skin from his
cheeks with their shoes after
knocking him to the ground.
Carter also accused the two
officers of hitting him in the
mouth and loosening three
front teeth. His lacerated
mouth was badly awollened.
W. T. Bankston, Sr., of 1111
He also complained of soreness
in his stomach reportedly College st, celebrated his 62nd
caused by punches by the birthday anniversary with an
open house last week. Many
cers.
of his friends expressed pleasne said the beating took
ure at being able to help him
place on Brown st. near Watcelebrate the event because
kins st
he has been invalided for the
Carter said he was carried last 12 years.
to John Gaston hospital by
Among guests were: Mrs.
the officers for treatment Annie E. Foote, Mrs. Della
which he refused.
Jackson, Mrs. Marie Jones,
The victim explained that Mrs. Lillain Ward, Mrs. Carhis arrest reviled after a rie Jones, Mrs. Lenora Vortue,
butcher in a nearby super- Mrs. Virginia Hill. Mrs. Tremarket cursed at him after he atha McKiney, Mrs. Lola
asked him to cut and tender- Davis, Mrs. Oree Brown, Miss
ize a steak. Carter said he re- Sederia Ann Jones, Louis
ported it to the store manager Jones, Mrs. Bobbie Jean Neswho accused him of using pro- bitt, Mrs. Olcie Winfield, Mrs.
fane languitze.
J. M. Spencer, Mrs. Nancey
In court Carter was fined Alexander, Mrs. Bessie Boy$42 on charges of "drunkness kin&
and resisting arrest." He And Mrs. Fannie Mahle,
claimed he had about a quart Mrs. Mozella Fort, Mrs. Viof beer about five hours be- vian Sanders, R. P. Roberts,
fore going to the supermarket. Junior White, Miss Erma Jean
Three witnesses, Miss Terry Jones, Mrs. Ida Jones and
ilson. 599 Decatur at.; Miss Teddy Mable.

Celebrates 62nd
Birthday Anniver
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From bright lights of New York City to the dark
Mammoth Cave in Kentucky the above 38 YWCA members visited during their annual tour. They are: Mrs.
Marie L. Adams, Mrs. Ellis Anderson. Mrs. Florence
Bolden, Mias Mattle Bell, Mrs. Hattie Braithwaite, Mrs.
Elizabeth Branch, Mrs. Sally Bartholomew, Mrs. Lucille
Britt, Mrs. Elizabeth Harris, Mrs. Alzora Haste, Mrs. Bessie
Edwards, Miss Doris Edwards, Miss Verna Meeklna, Mrs.
Eliza Mims, Mrs. Mary Montague, Mrs. Estelle Morgan,
Mrs. Alma Roach, Mrs. Ruth Porter, Mrs. Beulah Sanifer,
Mrs. Lettie Porter, Mrs. Vernon Dickens, Mrs. Alice Ruth

Minor, Mrs. Vignette Humphrey, Mrs. Marjorie Johnson,
Mrs. Albert* Mason, Mrs. Mantle Pamphlet, Mrs. Freddie
Wesley, Mrs. Annie Siddell, Mrs. Elfle Satterfield, Mrs.
Addle Owen, Branch Executive Director, Mrs. Irene Sanders. and Mrs. Willie Pegues. Members of the Memphis
YWCA from other cities who came to Memphis to Join
the group were: Mrs. Josephine Buck and Miss Melinda
Robinson from Vicksburg, Miss.. Mrs. Leoda Gammons
from Marion, Ark., Mrs. Evelyn L. Watkins from Eads,
Tenn., Mrs. M. E. Bowman from Canton, Miss., and Mrs.
Sarah Monte from Cincinnati, Ohio.

Thirty-eight members of China, Wisconsin, Billy Meth* Sarah Brown Branch ham, Pepsi-Cola, Bell TeleYoung Women's Christian As- phone, and Johnson Wax Issociation made a tour of the hibits.
New York World's Fair, July
The fireworks display was
15-25.
watched on the second night
Following the conducted fa- at the fair.
millarization tour of the FairIn addition to the fascatgrounds, the group gathered ing places at the Fair, perhaps,
! beneath the World's Fair sym- the moat fascinat1ng part .pf
bol of the Universe, to divide this World's Fair is where We
into smaller groups of four held — New York City —aid
and five to visit the various the group after touring Ole
exhibits,
city and taking * boat trip
Some of the group took the around
Manhattan Island.
eerie trip into a crater of the They had supper at the wellmoon then traveled back into known Hawaiian Room of the
dimly shrouded history for a Hotel Lexington, and saw the
trip into the dinosaur gardens. famous Rockettes at Radio
Some stood breathlessly as City Music Hall.
they viwed the "Pieta," Mi- In addition to the ax days
chaelangelo's magnificent and spent in New York, the group
priceless marble sculpture. stopped in Washington, D.C.
Others marveled at the Ws- overnight and toured the city
tusi tribes as they danced in the following morning and
the African Pavilion.
visited the grave of the We
Each group visited the Gen- President Kennedy.
end Electric, General Motors, Other overnight stops were
Ford, I.B.M., Coca Cola, till- made in Knoxville, Pittsburgti,
nois, Mexico, Spain, Japan, and Louisville.

If you have had experience in Teaching, Coaching, Scout Work, Little League, or Playground
Attendant, you may qualify for unusual. summer
position. Above average salaiy for those who
are qualified. Write in confidence...

if

MEMBERS OF THE SARAH BROWN BRANCH YWCA
Members of the Sarah Brown Branch YWCA above
were photographed during a lawn party held at the

FORD Wagon 4 Dr
Fully Eguipp.'Air-Cond.
FORD 4 Dr. Sedan
RM., Automatic Trans.

1954
1956
1961
1959
1958
1960
1959

CADILLAC 4 Dr. Sedan
[1*YMa, R.H,'Autom., P.S.

$995
$495
$2095
$495
$495
795
$645
$995
$995

MERCURY 2 Dr
Fully Eguipp., Power & Air-Coed.

CADILLAC 4 Dr., H.T
Full Equipe. Power & Air-Con4.

CADILLAC 4 Dr. Sedan
Dopyllls Fully Equipe. Power & Air 5995
Conditioned

Financing No Problem, We Own Our
Finance Company
THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE JA 6-8871
OPEN RITES
Shelby.
ic Clubs
annual
nce for
10 p.m.
lamingo
St. Muy Gene
is corn-

YWCA to signal the end of this year's membership drive.

phis. Tennessee, Jackson
friends are always happy to see
her. Also stopping in the Bell
home of the weekend was
Mrs. Ruby Hurley, Southeastern Director of the NAACP.
Members of the MemberShe conducted a workshop on
the campus of Lane college.
ship Committee of the Sarah
Brown Branch Young WornRev. and Mrs. Millard
men's Christian Association
Southern and their seven
recently culminated the memWith National T.V. Advertising. Need intelliyoungsters visited with Rev.
bership enrollment drive with
Southern's mother in Jackgent Career Women. Age 28-50. Experience in
a lawn party for "Y" mem- - • - --- son last week. A station wagon
bers.
Mr. B. J. Goodrich.. Other was the mode of travel as you
MISSION HOME OPENS
Direct Sales Field (Housewares, Cosmetics,
They reside
Games and songs comprised
A dream came true in Jack- parliaipants on the program can well imagine.
the evening's entertainment. son last week — that of a were: Rev. L. E. Freeman, C. In Chicago, Illinois.
Books). Capable of training and supervising
Prizes were awarded individ- home for the aged. The grand H. Murphy, Atty. E. J. Harris, MORE VISITORS
uals bringing in the largest opening of the Old Folk Mis- Mrs. Christine Brooks, Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Oceola Mcothers. Earn while you leardour business. If
number of members. First sion Convalescent Home, 118 Willard Ballard, Mrs. A. L. Fadden of Flint, Michigan
Mcprize went to Mrs. Hilda Helm Glass St., was held Saturday, McTinzie, with music being I were recent guests of Mr.
successful we guarantee $600.00 per month for
with 74; second prize, Mrs. Aug. 1 at 2 p.m. Rev. J. E. furnished by the Lane College Fadden's mother. Old friends
see
to
happy
Geneva Williams, 72; third, Poindexter served as master choir.
were certainly
first year. For interview write P. 0. Box 311
Mrs. Elizabeth Hill, 131; and of ceremonies with Mayor Officers to serve the much them. Other former Jacksonfourth prize, Mrs. Leora Gun- George Smith giving the wel- needed home for this area ians who were certainly welin confidence, Tri-State Defender.
ter, 54.
come.
are: Rev. Eudell Lewis, pres- comed were Mr. and Mrs. Wiltheir
who
make
Holder
liam
Other prizes awarded went Speaker for the occasion ident; Rev. L. R. Swinney,
to: Mrs. Ruth Porter, Mrs. was County Judge Leroy vice president; Rev. Torn Mc- home in Boston, Mass. HoldWillette Humphrey, Mrs. Lu- Pope who was introduced by Tinzie, superintendent; Rev. er's father, Dr. W. D. Holder
tishia Brown, Mrs. Ruth WhitF. D. Freeman, secretary; is a retired dentist in Jacksey, Mrs. Elizabeth Goldsby, mittee obtaining memberships Rev. James E. Poindexter, son.
.1.11.111111/1.11411/1414.144141414/440.44414441101:
Mrs. Susie Caruthers, Mrs. were Mrs. Isabelle Roulhac, financial secretary, and Prof. Off to Cleveland, Ohio to
Winifred Franklin, Mrs. Ruth- Mrs. Eva Hamilton, Mrs. Nar- Alonza Miller, treasurer. Tne the National Dental Convenie Henderson, Mrs. Geneva cissa Jones, Mrs. Anna Owen, home, modern in every way, is,tion meeting are Dr. and Mrs.
Hicks, Mrs. Belle Pettigrew, Mrs. Lois Greenwood, chair- of beautiful red brick struc- W. R. Bell. They will visit
Mrs. Russell Sugarmon, Mrs. man, Mrs. Geneva Hicks, ture. It will serve Jackson, other points in the mid-west
Mary Sims, Mrs. Eva Hamil- Mrs. Willie Pegues, Mrs. Es- Madison County and other while away.,
Your scribe and family will
ton, Mrs. Annie L. Higgins. telle Campbell, and Mrs. Ger- surrounding communities.
be vacationing at Hammock.
Other members of the COM- trude Johnson.
..
State
Tennessee
When the
THERE IS A WAY AT
.
Beach in North Carolina and.
Youth held its encampment then to the World's Fair
recently in Nashville, Miss
I
Essie Shaw of Jackson was
elected secretary of the state
.
group. Miss Shaw, daughter
Z
526-1456
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Shaw,
of
21111/OM I/I/1IffI101111111111.111111141141014;
JACKSON, Miss. — (UP!)— pushing me from the front in- is a very active member of
Two white northerners, a to the people who were strik- Macedonia Baptist church,
Des Moines, Iowa minister and ing me."
where she works with the
a volunteer civil rights worker Polacheck said he was knock- YWA girls. She will enter her l DES MOINES. Iowa —(UPI)
from Harvard University, said ed to the floor, hit and kick- senior year at Merry High
—A Des Moines minister who
they were beaten at a clinic ed. Coun'y Attorney A. R. school this year.
was beaten by a crowd in Madin Madden, Miss., where they Wright said his investigation RECENT GUESTS
den. Miss., said he plans to
went to seek medical treat- had produced only scanty inMcJohnson
Mrs. Goldie
go back to Mississippi. "I have
ment.
formation.
Los Angeles, sister many friends there—and a few
Dade
of
Rev. Edward K. Heininger, "They went to this private of Mrs. L. Seets Avant and
45, and John Polacheck, a hospital at Madden," he said. Mrs. Gertrude Lewis Sheffield enemies I don't even know,"
32 Years At Same Location
student from Milwaukee, both "The doctor and one of them of Jackson, spent several days the Rev. Edward Heininger
said.
suffered cuts and bruises. They
WE STAND BEHIND OUR
in a pretty vicious con- in the city during her two- Heininger, 45, a campus minsaid between five and ten men got
versation.
month trip from the West
USED CARS
ister at Drake University, reassaulted them in the doctor's
"The doctor was about to go Coast.
office.
spent turned from Madden Saturday
time
was
her
Part
of
Wright
said.
surgery,"
he
into
Both were working in a
still showing the bruises from
with her son, Fred Johnson,
nearby Negro community on said he did not know who did Jr., of Chicago, IR who re- the beating he received last
beating.
the
voter registration campaign.
week.
526-4840
426 Union Ave.
cently became one of the first
"I was suddenly hit from Wright identified the phy- three Negro bus drivers for He is scheduled to return to
HILL
YEARS
ON
THE
Thaggard,
32
A.
L.
behind," Heininger said. "At sician as Dr.
Greyhound lines. She accom- Mississippi for a hearing on
the time they were hitting me Sr., who operates a small,
panied her son on his first disturbing the peace charges in
here.
private
clinic
with their fists, the doctor was
test run from Chicago to Day- Madden Aug. 27.
ton, Ohio. He will be driving
the Eastern route.
While in Jackson, Mrs. Mcowner NOW the beauty secret of women who care .'"."Yeomeeto MEMPHIVIMMERE41.1
Dade enjoyed the reunion of
two other sisters in addition
to Mesdames Avant and
Sheffield. They were Mrs.
Pearl Sims of Humboldt and
Miss Ethel B. Seets of Gibson,
Tenn. The family was very
proud to have her visit, for
after having been active in
her youth, honored at one
time on "Queen for a Day"
she is now in content retirement.
MORE GUESTS
* A phone call now will bring a Starlight representative
the home at your convenience.
Other guests in the home of
Mrs. Avant were Mr. and Mrs.
Cosmetics for every beauty need
H. B. Seets and daughter,
• Home remedies for better health
Sandra, of Roxbourgh, N. C.
• Sundries of every description.
who spent a week. As both
EXTRA EARNINGS!
are teachers, they had high
Men and worn•n can work full or port tivn•
"DIRECT TO YOU" SALE
interest in sightseeing while
selling notionally-accepted Starlight products
KEEPS STARLIGHT COSTS
in Tennessee, taking in Kenin own neighborhood or area. For dependable
WITHIN YOUR REACH
tucky Lake, Rocky Mount,
Income CALL Memphis 398-3050 for complete information.
Casey Jones Museum as well
Have C Stanton of Miami represeVstiva
Hair Pressing Creams; Sharepees;Oil, Egg or
as visiting other relatives in
It your hems or write to address below:
can
Medicated
Tor;
or
Deodorant•Ctoom,
Roll-On
Knoxville,
PuChattanooga,
Spray; Hand Lotions; Pewder-Pressed or
Tenn.
McKenzie,
laski, and
CALL Memphis 398-3050
Loose; Lipstick-Special Shades; Perfumes
A recent guest in home of
and Cologn•o,
P. 0. Box 16334, Memphis 16, Tenn.
the W. R. Bells was Mrs
Katherine Thornton of Mem-

BAD CREDIT
NO CREDIT

I

Beat White Volunteers
In Mississippi Clinic

BANKRUPT OR WAGE EARNER

i

..
UNION AUTO SALES:
....
......
.
.

Will Go Back
To Mississippi

MEMPHIS'
Most Reliable Dealer!

Hollywood Business Section would
easily convert to church, former
theatre bldg. Will seat over 800
people, very fine brick construction,
can buy at a bargain.

O.P. Donald Motoks Co.

Complete Cyclone Fence
Around Back Yard
This Buy - You Can't Miss

SATt

WELCOME WEEK XXIII

ISM

U.S. GOVERNMENT - MILITARY PERSONNEL ARE INVITED TO TIN BUST DIALS
CITY .• COUNTY
FITTED FOR THE POCKET'S ALLOWANCE, ON OUR USED CAR PAGE - NOTES, DOWN PAYMENT, ITC.

.14

THREE REASONS-WELCOME WEEK

USED CAR SHOPPERS Earn Big Dividends, By Simply Following Up This Weekly Display Of Bargains
Lower Prim More and Better Cars To Choose From

Better Values To The Customers

11=ling

with People-Who Appreciate Your Business

THE BIG FORD SUPERMARKET

Ii
'

BETTER BUY AT

HEM
FORD
2450 SUMMER

EAST ACROSS FROM KATZ

THE MUSTANG
IS HERE

THE LID'S 0

See The All New
1964 MUSTANG
Now On Display

1964 DEMONSTRATORS
.s2150

.GAL. 500 2 Dr
Auto. R.H., P.S. 5, 2271 Miles

$2650.
, FALCON Sprint
8 Cyl. Fully Equipe. B. Seats Autom., R.N., P.S.
T. A. C.
AIRLANE 500 4 Dr
Autom. R. H., W.S.W., P.S.

.

• .V495

2750

SAL. Size Custom 500
. Autom, R. H., Air Cond,

.EVERYTHING
GOES!

Ford 51195
64 Plym. $1695 '62
Falcon Future. Radio and

2-door Radio and heater,
• ti-0 I. Straight drive.

$3610

1963 Econoline Van
I"? Falcon Wagon

"
$36

1962 Falcon Futura

53938.

'63 T-Efrd

$1595
,'63 M'nza
4 in the floor.

5
.
s329

1963 Pont. Bonneville
4 Dr. H.T., Fact. air Nem Car
Warranty.

$395.$795

1955 Fordli Ton
1960 GMC 1 2 Ton

s1095

Ton. P U

„,. $3195.

• 1963 Olds. Conn. R H
Full Power. R.H., Autom, Air.
1963 Olds. Station Wagon
Super 88, R.H., Autom. Air, Low
Mioes, New Car Warranty

$27511.

1962 Chev. Wagon
R. H. Autom. Full Power Air.

$1995 .
...

$2195

..

1961 Ford 2 Dr., R. H.,
Straight Drive
. 1959 Pont. 4 Dr., Sedan
R. H , Autom. P.S.B.

$995
.$995

5995

(960 Ford Fairlane
500 R.H., Autom. P.B.S.•

s1995

1962 Pont. Cat. 4 Dr.
Sedan, R.H., Autom, Air.

Camper Included

5795

.

Pick Up

.......... $395.

1963 Olds. Custom Cpe.
Drive Like Nest ..SAVE ."..SAVE
. SAVE

$1495

1960 Olds: Convt
R. H., Autom. P.S.B.

695

1958 Cher. Wagon

$795

1959 Ford Custom 300, 4 Dr

695-

1958 Rambler, 4 Dr. Sedan

695

WE
APPRECIATE
YOUR
adORDpeuN BUSINESS

1962 Olds. 88 4 Dr
Autom., R. H. Factory Air

.

1959 Cher. Belair
4 Dr., Autom., R. H.

•

1962 Olds. F-85
2 Dr. Sedan Autom., R.H., W.S.W. -

V095
$995

$1695

.• $995

1959 Olds. 884 Dr
Autom. R.H., P.S.B., Air Cond.

r

OAKLEY EAST
GL 2-6291

2255 LAMAR

Russell Reeves
OLDSMO-IIRE

961 Ugion

$41113

drive.
One own,

411

Automatic
and heat,.

Convertible
heater, automatic. pna Cr
,tecring and brakes TODAY'S SPECIAL. .

Calaxie "500" Fisthmk.
Radio and heater. Straight
drive with overdrive.
(,inwor
21.00) actual nail,.

Radio and heater, autopower steering.
matic
Otto owner.

6.ini,enger County Sedan.
One owner. .Like new

Po w •r
broker.

Plym.. $995
'63 Ford $2095 '60
Fury, 2-door Hardtop.

'61 Ford

steering

and.

'63 Ford $2095
'60 Ramb. $595
Galaxie 4-door Hardtop

Econoline Stat.cn Bus.
Real clean.
Notes $32.37 Per Mo.

Power steering. radio and
heater. Automatic drive.

463 Comet $1395
2-door. White with black
and white interior. One
owner. Like new.

. .
58 Chev. Impala

'63 FIcn. $1695

2 dr. H.T. Automatic drive.
V-8 Engine.
Notes $29.67 Per M°
'

Convertible. Radio end
heater. 4 in the floor. One
owner. Like new.

'63 Cher. $2395
And
biter ,Sport.
ier. automat,. Extra

'62 Ramb. Wgn.

'63 Flcn. $1495

Clas!;ic Cross Country.
. Automatic drive. Sharp.
Notes $40.83 Per Mo.

Ira (tad,,, end
. ',oho ,11•1% e on.

si

'63 Dodge $1495
,r1
111,11n
imc
!.1,1,111.
r. 11)
actool tette-.

1,

ierican.
A,

'60 Chew.Air.$1195.'
4-drior Del
radio and heater,. automatic drive. Real sharp.

arY.
...Ells a

Linc. $1495
'60
Continental. Full power

yard
Cari
meet
event
ing D
added

and factory air cond.

$895
'60 Plym. Straigh:
2-door,
Ot-ive. Exit a nice.

Cad. $1995
'60 DP
VW-

•

Sedan
Ct- n nd factory air 'cond.
Etcttia. nice.

5595
'60 Dodge
radio And ',tit,.
St I a Liht.
▪
Doubts sharp

MIS

driv

Ban

$991
60 DeSoto
Yoh pew, met

Par;
The
the '
Parado
sippi
113-ui
partic
parad
Dr. T
MVS(
The
'on
lied
ytt
its r
"500"
500-nn
Six
band.
ler, I
Ford I
bers
Willi(
bers,
The
Its rh
cision
locate

it-ileer.
fiictery air cnndition.

'63 Valn't $1495 '59 Buick $1095
2.-door. Railto and heater. Station Wagon. Full paw.
ton• owner. Sharp.
Pr and factor air rend.,
'63 Cher. $2095 chrome rack.
Ilonal. sport Coupe. Radio '59 Ford
$995
automatic
heater.
end
g-pasren-

4 dr. Good shape.
Notes $20.62 Per P"'

drive. power steering
anlMA",
•

Ford Sedan

'62 Cher. $1695

Radio & 'Heater
Straight Drive.
Per Mo.
Not" $30.94

Country Squire
ger wagon. Full power
and factory air cond. One,
own er.

'59. Linc. $995
Mark IV Contin,ntal
'59 Ford $895
'62 Cher. $1595
Hardtop.
:s 0'. 2-door
lane ",
4-door.T.adin And beater
automatic drive, air. condit'on.
Impala 4-done
steering
and
Power
brakes One owner..

Falr
Hardtop.

hip, One own2-pi.
er. Double •harp

er. Factory air cond. One e
owner.

$795
'62 V.W. 51295 '57.Linc.
2-door Hardtop Ona own-

V-8. Straight Drive.
One Owner.
Per Mo.
.
Notes $54
15

'62 Ford $1195 '52 Cher. $495'
':-Ton Pickup. Nice
,
own-

'62 Dodge$1695
convertible. Radio

'61 Chev. Wagon

Totem
d heater, attractive,
bet
One owner.
Like new.

Parkwolid. AirdiCondition
42 Per Mo.
.
Notes $59

2-door Hardtop One
er. Like new

'57 Cher. • $6954-door Bel Air. 'Radio and
heater. automatic drive.

CHEAPIES

'57 Plymouth

'55 Buick
4-Inor.
'54 Olds
'56 Olds
2-door Hardtop.
'57 Buick
2-dnor Hardtop.
'58 Ford
4-dour.
'57 Ford

Automatic. Runs good.
Notes $18.04 Per Mn*

.'63 Ford
Radio and 'heater. automatic,
white walls.
Notes $49.46 Per MO.

2-doeir

40 Per Mo.
.
No:es $65
•

'

$295
5195
$195
5295
$395
5195

'56 Olds

$195

4-door.

$295
'56 Ford
Extra nice.

Ind
vs.
At

4-door.

$395
'56 Ford
drive. One owner
Straight
4-door. Radio and beater.

'58 Buick $395
'51 - Ford $195
4-door.
'56 Buick $295

See O. P. Merry Sr.
Deb Cepeleed--Teieray Fez
M. I. "led" Iliedreem--Lee Beemeif

Joe
ences
•
•

urs
Park.
The
ing ii
The
Lem
years
It is
man.

PAT PATTERSON
MOTOR SALES NO. 3
3264 Summer FA 4-5581

Low
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Party
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* If you qualify

"Across Frain Karts"
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Ford $991
'63 -Ford $2095 '60
Galexle 4-door Hardtop.

V-8. :P8c1-1, automatic drive,
good condition.
Notes $18.53 Per Mo.

458-1151

Larkworid
Radio and heater, automatic power steering and
Makes

Convertible.
heater, automatic. Seater. automatic dote.
And
.war steering. Extra Sharp. . .

'56 Dodge 4-Dr.

FORD
HEW
2450 SUMMER

$1195
'61 Cher.
Station Wagon.

'63 Ford $1995 '60 Ford $995
Calaxle nin 4-door. Radio
radio and

'62 Olds "88"

FREE OIL

For As Long As You Own The Car!

hcliyinked/INDoelido

hoat•i• automatic drive
console). Solid black with
mdid white interior.

'61 Chev. Convt.
$1295

Radio and heater. go
Straight drive.

'63 Ford $2295
'60 Olds Radio$995
Fastback: Railer and
o
an f

Fairlane -500" Sedan
47 Per Mo.
.
Notes $25

159

5395

1958 Cher, Belau

quip owner, '..2.01,0 actual

58 Plym. Wgn.

1960 Olds. 88
4 Dr., Sedan R.H., Autom. P.S.B.
1955 Her. H T

Ambassador 4-door. R&H,
automatic drive.
Notes $24.24 13°E. M°'

4095

1963 F-85 4 Dr. Sedan
Fact. Air., New Car Warranty
1956 Olds:4 Dr. Sedan

NO DOWN PAYMENT
LOOK LOOK

e

automatic, 0

Pont.. 51495
$3295 '61
'63 Olds 'Mt.'
4-door Hardtop Full powFull er and factory air cowl
4-door Super
power 'and 1m-tory air
cond. One owner. Like '61 Ramb.$1195
4.door Classic. Radio end
heater, automatic, bucket
'63 Ford $2495
seats. air condition. One
n,r. 41.000 Actual mile,
4-door Hardtop. Full
power and factory au.
g...nrl. Rmlin and heater. '60 Ramb. $695
Automatic. Console. stereo

,'61 Ford 4-Door

1963 TR 4 Triumph
R. H., Cony?.

TRUCKS

Crolpe.
Radio oaf lwatcr.

'61 Rambler

$4923

1962 Ford Convf

:1957 Cher. 1 2 Ton •

•air cond. Radio and heater. automatic 2.2.000 act.
. Snare never on
Mile,
ground. Runt eca to ap• promote.

Trade-Ins Accepted

OLDSMOBILE
... $65"

heatel.

ownci.
'63 T-Bird $$5 '62
C'y. 11 $1095
Frill power and factory

Low miles. one owner, like
new. Full power and air.
Notes $97.13 Per Mo.

$95.00 DOWN • NOTES

12

OTHA PALMER MUSSY. JR.
Magager

.$3000

GAL. 500, 4 Dr
Sedan, Air Cond.

.1961 Ford

NO IIINFY

2850

GAL. 500 4 Dr
Sedan In Service Equipped

1963 Gal. 2 Or. HI
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'Arthur Ashe, Jr.: Story Of
Nice Guy Who's Finishing 1st
NOINMONIIly BILL LITTLIIIIIIMIMMIS
OLYMPIC HOPES BRIGHT meters medals another award
The tremendous showing of for his mercurial like leg on
the United States Track and the USA 1,600 meters relay
Field team last week against foursome that won by nearly
the Soviet Union in the Los a 100 yards. Carr is the NCAA
Angeles Coliseum should be 220 champion and attends
a big morale lift to the large Arizona State.
contingent of American ath- Tennessee cinder stars playletes that will participate in ed a big part in Americana'
the Olympic Games this fall triumph. Vivian Brown and
in Tokyo, Japan.
Edith McGuire of the tamThe Russians were handily ous Tennessee A & I State
subdued by the U.S. men and Tigerbelles helped to shut the
the women were beaten by powerful Russian women out
Soviet lassies by the slim- in the short sprints. Another
St margin ever. Also, it great A & I product, Ralph
marked the first time that the Boston, had two scratch jumps
Americans were able to win and had to settle for second
the combined total point ditt- in the broad jump. Boston
tribution since the series first may have been a little too
got underway six years ago. relaxed upon learning that
The victory was surprising his chief competitor of RusDr, W. S. Davis, president of Tennessee A & I State
to Russians who have main- sia, Igor Ter-Overyesan, would
university In Nashville was a happy father when his son,
tamed that they have been be unable to compete in the
Ivan Davis, graduated from 'Tennessee A & I State
improving at such a pace that broad jump.
university last June. While a student, young Davis
very soon the USSR would GALIMORE. FARRINGTON
maintained a better than 3 point average with a major
take over as the top track KILLED
in biology. Before entering medical school, he will be wed
power in the world. They
The football world received
to Miss Elizabeth Prudent of Memphis on Aug. 22. She
have followed a progress scale a terrific jolt last week when
will complete her college work at l'Sll on Aug. 9 with a
that have found the USA Willie Galimore and John
major in mathematics. Aside from his success in the
scrapping a little harder each Farrington were killed in an
year to beat them in these auto crash outside Rensselaer,
educational field, Dr. Davis Is renowned as a cattle rancher
dual meets. This past week- Indiana. Galimore, a scatback
and banker. He is vice president of a savings and loan
end the Russians ran into from Florida A & M, was
association.
some unexpected stiff compe- known for his brilliant broken
tition from an American team field running with the world
sprinkled with substitutes,
champions Chicago Bears. His
HAS BEEN SIDELINED
teammate Farrington was a
Just what was used to have Texas Southern graduate and
s catalystic affect on this rated among professional pass
untry's performance is not receivers as a real threat.
One of the strong suits in the All-Stars' deck
known . . . perhaps it was a
Galimore and Farrington
bit psychological to say the were returning to the Bears for their game with the National Football league
least. Some observers seem to training camp after a round champion Chicago Bears on Aug. 7 in Soldiers' Field
think that the fine showing of golf at a nearby golf course. is their pass receiving corps.
of the Russians in the past, The car in which the pro
Included in this group are Ends Paul Martha
despite losing ecorts, served gridders were riding flipped
notice to the cocky U.S. stars when a sign that usually hung of Pitts, Dave Parks of Texas
that their top perch as a world showing a sharp curve was Tech Chuck Logan of North- However, the All-tars may not
track power might tumble any not hanging to warn the pop- i western, Ted Davis of Georgia try too many long passes in
day now.
ular players of the dangerous Tech, Hal Bedsole of Southern deference to the Bears' speetacThe Americans consequent- turn.
California ,and Mel Profit of tiler defensive secondary.
ly were at a fever pitch for
Practice for the Bears All U. C, L. A., and Flankers Paul Warfield had one
problem
the two day carnival and did Star Game date in Chicago, Warfield of Ohio State and Wiltraining camp opened.
not let up until they had carv- Aug. 7th was cut to evening lie Brown of Southern Califon- when the
He ran so fast he couldn't cut
ed out a clear cut verdict workouts because of the shak- la,
properly on pass patterns. After
over the visiting Russians. ened condition the tragedy
The pass receivers have took-'Assistant Coach Dante Laval,
Typical of the herculean feats left the squad. Papa Bear, ed
extremely good in the All. former great end with the
turned in by the home favor- head Coach George Hales Stars' training sessions
at Cleveland Browns, got Warites were victories by Henry might have come up with the Northwestern
university in field to harness his speed, Paul
Carr and Rex Cawley in the best words for the occasion Evanston,
Illinois. Head Coach i progressed rapidly and now has
100 meters and the 400 meters when he said, "a great honor
Otto Graham feels confident: become an accomplished pass
respectively.
can be bestowed upon Willie that if the offensive line
giveslcatcher.
Cawley was a substitute and Galimore and "Bo" Farring.
the quarterbacks a reasonable Martha, an
All-American
Carr stepped in to sub for ton if you will dedicate this
amount of protection, the All, halfback at Pitt Cu) also play.
Bob Hayes. Hayes has been season to them."
Stars will hays a dangerous ed quarterback there, has dissidelined with a muscle inOwner Halas added, "This
Miry. The Florida A & M flash is the saddest day in Bears' a7rial attack. But this is no played some of the best moves
an a 9.1 clocking in the 100 history. We all share the same certainly against the Bears, the in camp from his split end posyard dash pending.
sad feelings. Something like defensive wizards of 1963.
itions. Paul has sure hands and
Carr had qualified for the this reaches the heart and The All-Stars carry the threat is one of the most difficult re
meet in the 200 meters, an makes everything else seem of
"bomb" in the lightning ceivers for the defensive backs
event that the smooth strid- petty."
feet of Warfield and Brown, to cover in drills.
ing Detroiter dominates. Carr
added to his 100 and 2001

it

• • •

The Music Committee of
the Tournament of Roses
Parade has invited the Mississippi Valley State college's
113-unit marching band to
participate in the New Year's
parade of 1985, according to
Dr. J. H. White, president of
MVSC.
The band, under the direcof Russell Boone, was
lied the "people's choice"
y the Indianapolis Star for
its performance during the
'MO" Festival Parade and the
500-mile Race May 28-30, 1964.
Six Memphians are in the
band. They are Art Jerry Miller, Don Williams, Miss Clara
Ford and Roscoe Nevers, members of the senior class, and
Willie King and Jesse Bembers, juniors.
The unit is distinguished for
Its rhythm stepping and precision drilling. The college is
located at Itta Bena, Miss.

IC

SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly,

CHEVROLET TRUCKS
NEW or USED
OVER 100 TO CHOOSE
VERY BEST PRICES

HOEHN TRUCK CENTER

THE FINEST SHOES
THAT CAN BE MADE

.,/
'60 Ponti.n $1595 '60 Cadillac .$2295
Ponnex
4-aoor
Blue, power k

Sedan. Black. Power and air.

hardtop.

Cadillac .$3195
'61 Cadillac $3195 '60
El Dorado. Sky blue with
ri,ittiaiod. Light blue.
white nylon top.
'58 Cadillac. $1295
Coul,* DeVille. White. Power '59 Cadillac .$2195
4-door aed•n. yellow. Power

Joe Wosche's "Independences" will meet the FlaminCarriers at 7:30 p.m.
ursday, Aug. 6, at Bellevue
The Independences are leading in the Municipal League.
The Carriers, once Semi Pro
League champions for four
years, is now in second place.
It is managed by Z. P. Pittman.

Lawn Party Planned
The Cup's club of Or
Mound will present a 1 awn
party on Saturday night, Aug.
8, between 7:30 and 10:30 p.m.
at 1498 Harlem at., off Kerr
and children from ages 14
through 17 are invited.
Refreshments will be served
and a Small admission fee
charged.

now Your Negro History

I

Mandatory
assignment of
Negroes to segregated military

uni.s of the U.S. Armed Forces

ended in April of 1949.

air. Like new.
'61 Cadillac .$2995 and
Sedan. Blue.
'61 Cadillac .$2795
sedan. White. Power
'62 Pontiac ..$2395 4-door
and air.
Star Chief 4.door hardtop.
White. Power and air.

'63 Buick ...$2995
i.e Sabre 4 dr. hardtop. Power and air.

'60 Cadillac .$2295
Sedan. Permian sand.

'57 Buick ...

'62 Cadillac 43495
Sedan. Turquoise.

'62 Nash ....$ 195
Metro. Yellow and white.

'57 Ford

Super 4-door. Power. MOO
actual miles.

'63

$695

%-ton pickup. Cattle frame.
Good condition.

For

proper fitting

and

counseling

when you

buy Stacy Adams Shoes, see Lea who has been
selling Stacy's at B.J.R. for over 25 yrs.

Cadillac .$2695
Cadillac .$4750 '60
Coup* DeVille. Power and

Sedan DeVille. Gold.

air.

Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
Factory-approved warranty available ONLY
from your Cndillao dealer
341 Ultimo — JA 6-8207 cc JA 74810
epee avealags
The Southern lightweight champion, Tommy
''Rip'' Davis is undefeated in the professional
ranks. He•was born July 13, 1942 in Memphis
and started fighting at the age of 13. He has had
64 amateur fights and lost only two. He turned
"pro" in 1962 and had his first fight on Feb. 10,
knocking out Joe Hope in the second round at
Little Rock, Ark.

SUBSEQUENT MATCHES FOR
"RIP" DAVIS:

vs. Carriers
At Bellevue

and got into some minor action

As he came out of Richmond. inan early round against VeneVa., for his first appearance at zuela.

All-Star Passing To Run Up
(Against Bears Top Defense

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE

What Althea Gibson had done '
at Wimbledon and
Forest Hills — Ashe aimed
certainly would do some day.
Competition was what be

needed the most at that point.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The tennis people
Art knocked off Dennis Rai- He played for a while out
of
gure 2I-year-old Arthur Ashe, Jr., of UCLA has
ston of Bakersfield, Calif., en St. Louis and eventually eta.,
es7erything it takes to be great except one thing —
rolled
at
UCLA where colleil.*
route to his eastern title and
killer instinct.
may,
shrugged off hi-, upset over the ate tennis is big time.
His
p"ogress
Li phenomena
Art has developed even more strokes than he ac- hottest Yank of the season .
•••
tually needs in the five years
"Ralston must have been
since he more.] into the big'and presumably that's the next tired. lie has had a big year." In 19C2, he was ranked 28HC.t;
nationally. In '63, he jumped to°'";
time but his critics insist hel point of his game he'll try to Then Art downed
Gene Scott, 18th. T h :s year he is sixth, .4
still lacks aggressiveness.
develop,
the nation's fourth ranking play- a lofty perch he was given a
": know it," says the lanky Meantime, Ashe is killing or who rates two notches above ,
short time ')efore closing out
Negro who won his first big them with kindness as if to dis- Age,
last season by winning the U.S.
one last Sunday by scoring in ,prove Leo Durocher's Crie-worn
"Gene
to he upset by hardcourts championship in De.
the Eastern Grass Courts chino. theory about those nice guys the noise seemed
and laughter from the cember.
pionship at South °mg., N.J., who are supposed to finish last.
gallery," said Ashe, who en- Among his 1963 victims wig
'dured the same noise and laugh- Mexico's Rafael Osuna, from
' ter.
whom he bagged two of three,.
In the final, he won a four- One of those victories came at.
setter from doubles star Clark tar Osuna had scored in thia
Graebner of Northwestern be. U.S. final at Forest Hills.
as he puts it, "he let Art was a member of the
me slip through his fingers."
U.S. Davis Cup squad last year

and air.

MSC's Marching
Band Invited To
Parade Of Roses

Forest Hills when he was a ,
sindly, 16-)ear-old schoolboy, all •
who raw h:m tabbed Art as
sure star of the future.

SOUTHLAND GREYHOUND PARK
C. J. UPTON
PRESIDENT

POST TIME 8:00 P M.
•

March 12, 1962 - Knocked out DENNIS WILLIAMS
in the third round, Memphis, Tenn,

Moy 3, 1962 - Decisioned JIMMY 'TOLE in the

ADMISSION
2Fir.

fourth round at Memphis, Tenn.

wr

July 3, 1962 - Decisioned CHARLES FISHER in
the sixth round ot Chicago.
Sept. 6, 1962 - Knocked out AL REED in the
third round in Memphis, Tenn.

Nov. 14, 1962 - Knocked out TUBBY CARTER
for the Southern title in four rounds at
Little Rock.

a.

an. 21, 1963 - Knocked out AL REED in fourth
round in Memphis.
March 20, 1963 - Knocked out JOE BROWN in
the sixth round in Chicago.
May 10, 1963 - Knocked out JAMES BYRD in
second round in Memphis Tenn.

the

And now Tommy Davis is looking forward to
two fights in the West Indies and two matches in

Japan. He is ready for action.
Monog•el By Jack M. LOZOICiv

INTERSTATE 55 WEST MEMPHIS ARKANSAS

SATURDAY, AUGUST 8, 1964

DEIFENDER
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1 NDA's 51st Annual Session Convenes In Cleveland, Ohio

tlashville Man Named State
.;hairman Of 'Young Citizens
For Johnson' Campaign Workers .

WASHINGTON, D. C. — -Challenge."
In 1960, Cole was named'
Birth Bayh, DemoPrat of Indiana and national Peabody College Chairman for
xhairman of Young Citizens the Kennedy-Johnson Ticket,,
•lor Johnson, announced today and as a result of his ensuing ,
Pse appointMent of Larry political experience served in I
le 24 of 1910 Riverwood 1983 as the State Senate's Bill
'hair- Clerk, and more recently as
r. in Nashville, as state ,
Plan of the Tennessee Young i vice chairman of the Davidson county Democratic PrimCitizens organization.
c In making the appointment, ary Board.
He was selected in 1983 to
senator Bayh said, "Young
citizens for Johnson will play be the Chairman of the State
69 major role at the convention Young Democratic convention,
Pi Atlantic City and will pro- and following this was elected
Tide leadership in matters con- State Secretary, which he still
cerning young peoplg today. holds.
furthermore it will constitute
vital source of campaigners
-fo work for the re-election of
President Lyndon B. John.
s:in.
The Christian Mothers SoYoung Citizens for Johnson
*ill provide a forum for De- dality of St. Augustine Cathorocrats, Independent voters, lic church will present an
crid Republicans who wish to Alumni Card Party on Friday
support the President. The nieht, Aug. 7, starting at 8
grime mission of the Young p.m. at Father Bertrand High
citizens group is to aid in
school and all alumni, parish&isle campaign work, such as
toter registration and election ioners and the general public
are invited.
cloy activities.
;Cole attended Peabody Col- Miss Marcelle Merlinger is
lege for three years and is president of the Sodality and
now a senior at YMCA Law
Mrs. Edna Shavers secretary.
*hoot. He was executive secr)tary of the State Democrat- Father Theodore Wieser is
Club's monthly newsletter pastor of the church.
ic
•

31lettator
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Extra Nice

1961 CHEV.Imp. 4 Dr.
H.T. Creampuff

1960 CHEV. Imp. Cony.
11-8, Red & White Top
EACH

1962 FORD

Fairlane 500
low Miles, New Tires

NO DOWN PAYMENT - NOTES
1956 PLY
4 Dr. H.T., V-B, Autom.
1 957 CADILLAC
4 Dr. H.T. Black & White
1955 & 56 MY
2 Dr., H. Tops

S1Q32
i
Per Mo,

539"
s24"

1957 CHEV
4 Dr , H.T., V-8

Per Mo.
Per Mo.

S3336
Per M.o.

UNION AT LAUDERDALE

BEAVER AUTO SALES
USED CARS & TRUCKS
Open Til 9:00

526-0337

•

Vo

Charges Riots
Aid Goldwater

Card Party To Be
Given By Sodality

1960 T BIRDFact. Equipp.

Dr. James C. Wallace, ChairThe National Dental Asso- refresher courses in a number tented by 29 dentists on subdation is scheduled to hold oi es reiatea to siteplo es jects in the field of dentistry'man of the Executive Boaid
they are proficient. Other pro- and Audio-Visual Committee,
sion.
its 51st annual session, Aug. Prominent among the lectur- grams on the scientific pro- will present the first showing
An2-6, in Cleveland, Ohio.
ers are the following: Drs. gram include, "Careers in Den- of the National Dental Ass.
ticipated attendance of 1,500 Samuel 0. Banks, Edward R. tistry Workshop" and limited elation Film, "THE WINN1N
will make the session one of Falkner, Richard H. Pollack, attendance clinics.
SMILES." This film was made
the blrgest dental meetings Sanford Frumker, Norman R. Highlighting the meeting possible by a grant from the
held by the NDA.
Arnold, Samuel N. Robbins, will be a Civil Rights Work- William Wrigley, Jr., CompaThe scientific program, head- Charles Clark, Paul P. Rut- shop headed by Mrs. Daisy ny and Colgate - Palmolive
ed by Dr. S. L. Thorpe, Cleve- sky, Mitchell N. Toney, Lloyd Bates, Little Rock, Ark.; Dr. Company.
land, Ohio, will include essays, N. Hollander, Robert P. Dres- Reginald Hawkings, Charlotte, The officers of the National
table clinics, clinical lectures, sell and T. S. Matson of Cleve- N.C.; Dr. C. P. Freeman, Lit- Dental Association are: Resfilms and exhibits. In addition land Ohio.
tle Rock, Ark.; and Mrs. Lucy ident, Dr. Matthew Mitchell,
to presenting latest develop- Table clinics will be pre- Green, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Washington, D.C.; Presidentments in dentistry.
The Social Calendar will in- Elect, Dr. William J. WalkThe scientific program is declude a Get-Acquainted Party, er, Chicago, Ill.; Vice-Presisigned to give participants
Cocktail Party, Cabaret Party dent, Dr. R. H. Primes, Jr.,
and Golf Tournament. Dr. Pittsburgh, Pa.; SecretaryKenneth Clement, president of Treasurer, Dr E. N. Jackson,
the National Medical Associ- Charlottesville, Virginia; and
ation, will be the speaker for Chairman of Executive Board,
the President's Banquet and Dr. J. C. Wallace, Jr., Chicago,
Dance.
Illinois.
BOSTON — (UPI) — A BosDr. Matthew Mitchell, Preston civil sights leader said that
Dental
National
the
of
ident
race rioting definitely will inAssociation, will receive the
crease the vote for Republican
of the Year Award."
"Dentist
Presidential Nominee Barry
CAN YOU USE
The late President, John F.
Goldwater.
posta
receive
will
Kennedy,
Kenneth I. Gdscott, president
'MORE
humous award at the banof the Boston Branch of the
quet.
the
'white backNAACP :Aid
The National Dental Hygienlash" vote would be an ins•
ists Association, The National
the
in
factor
November
portant
GROUND 11005
Dental Assistant's Association,
election.
BUILDING
STERICK
and the Ladies Auxiliary, to
"The racial riots, these dis'WHIRE /0.85 111,f YOU
the National Dental Associaturbances that are going on all
fRINIIAL
GU
tion will be in convention with
over the country, will Oefinitely
WYK,
the National Dental Associaadd votes to Mr. Goldwater,"
DR. JAMES WALLACE, JR. tion.
Guscott said in an interview.

CASH'
CITY FINANCE

NEW NEWSBOY
Larry Cain, 13-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Sterling
P. Cain of 4994 Wm. Arnold rd., is the new newsboy
serving readers in the White Station community. A
seventh grade student at T. W. Patterson High school,
he is also active in church work and was baptised last
Sunday at New Philadelphia Baptist church.—(MLR
Photo)

Classified Ads...

Arrest'Unruly' White Pickets

!Heil)

HICKSVILLE, N.Y. — (UPI) continue until the company aApts. For Rent
For Sale Misc.
Wanted
— Two young white men were grees to wgcniate, the spokesman addee.
200 QUALITY SHEETS. 100 envelopes
arrested here for throwing obPEST CONTROL CO.
with your name, addles., alp code
beautifully printed. Send only 93. Pay
FOR RENT
Roaches, bugs, all kinds
ljects at police during a countermailman small postage. State title If
Front
desired: Mr. Miss, Rev., Dr.. etc. Also To Single or Couple.
Special, 5 rms. only $9
demonstration by whites of a
bagmen, chards, club, bible school Room. Modern Home, Private
name may be substituted first line. Entrance, Kitchen Privilege.
guar.
fully
Work
line.
picket
Box
civil rights
161,
Mall to PRINTERY.
Southbridge. Mass.
Convehient to Bus Line.
Solve Your Problems WH 6-3532
The two were charged with
THE COWLES Comprehensive Ency- Lovely N•Ighborhood within
With a Small, low Cost
clpeclia, a complete one-volume liThe Parkway. Coll Afro 6 P.M.
disorderly conduct by police
brary, 16 reference wytrks all In one
Houses For Sale
giant book, only 549.50. Easy Terms.
948-9600
who said they were part of an
Real Estate Loan
Salesmen
and
sUeswomen Write or call Volume Library 1706
Lamar. Tel. 272-2320.
"unruly mob." The white and
adver'istoted
wanted to sell
THREE GRAVES for sal* at Nt4
HOUSE FOR SALE
Negro civil rights pickets, 60 Flat Monthly Payments
ing in the Memphis maiket. Park Cemetery. Regular: 5535.00:
members of the Long Island
19 E. Dempster
Sale: 6435.00. Cash or Tonne. EMI
HOUSES FOR RENT
30
and
cent
per
25
pay
We
527-6120.
Approx.
4 rooms — 3 room FHA
chapter of the Congress of Racommission
contract
cent
per
50-150 lots
E. RICFRIGERAT(Ht, full with
a.
Mo.
Cash You
to
South Wellington St.
had
647-53
(CORE),
Equality
dal
freezer. excellent condltiOn. $70.00
$3,000 for each house
on the dollar.
(
Payments
Get—
delivers. 308-8028.
Near Car lines-Cell day of night
be taken by police through the
3 Room Frame, Duplexes
COTTON PICKING BUS for sale, rent
946-5052
S 500.00
S 12.90
counter-pickets t, their cars.
$32 00 per month
Call 398-205,1
THE TR1 STATE nEk ENDER or lease.
Si 000.00
$ 23.70
A spokesman for the CORE
Call BR 2-2115
DUPLEX APT. FOR SAI.E
1
Wellington
Street
South
236
$ 34.50
$1,500.00
1539 lfarblewood In Hollywood area
chapter said that many of those
FOR SALE
G.I. 81.00 down. good Income property.
Mamplis, Tann.
S 45.50
$2,000.00
in the counter-demonstration
62-2015
Easily rented. 8.8500.
1959 Chevrolet .4
S 56.20
$2,500.00
HOUSE FOR RENT
wore white sheets and carried
TYPISTS DESIRE JOB
Two Door Imperial
Young women who have jut On.
5)10.82
55 000 00
VS
ROADICACTEL
BU!CK
1953
signs that read "Join the local
"TAKE UP NOTES"
bus, class desire office work.
Madison 7 rooms and bath
710
Excellent Condition, 357-9557
bookkeeping or filing. Call day
CALL
Ku Klux Klan chapter."
308-3051
or night.
Be Wise! Choose
Can 357-2824 after 8:30 P.M. $50.00 a month, apply 728
"J. W. EDWARD"
The CORE spokesman said
Madison. See Mr. E. Woodside
G.E. proo.. full. w/freszer. XInt.
1 12
the white pickets threw eggs
cond. 570 delivered. 3118-8928.
and rocks at the CORE pickets
noPlianre newsmen to handle
but the police report made no
ROPER GAS RANGE, staggered burn the best nrIllance Including
72 MADISON
*"" Apts. For Rent
ems, double oven. Good condition. Eiectric. tail Roy Adams. .,.7
* lb*,
For Rent By Owner
reference to any egg-throwing.
527-0676
linlon Avenue.
Deluxe 9 Room House, for Rent
Dial JA 6-0637 1053 BUICK ROADMASTER VS. In 1148
CORE has been picketing the
TO
NEEDED
URGENTLY
MEN
"All
Modern Conven1ence"
cash.
for
bargain,
condition,
good.
FOR RENT
Vigilant Realty Company ofSERVICE AND INSTALL AIR CON357-9557 or 357-388
''Beautiful Lawn''
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
— DITIONINO AND REFRIGERATION
848
fice, 234 Old Country Rd., for
POPULAR
TIME
SPARE
EQUIPMENT. TRAIN
"Large Closet Space"
EQUIP
A TUAL
ON
WoRKING
Two Bedrooms, Living Room,
-It's Better to
the past six days to demand
-Hardwood Floors"
Instructions
,MEAT. Toolli. TESTERS FURNISHDining Room, Both 8. Kitchen.
that the company rent to Ne-YOU-Go
PAY-AS
EASY
UNDER
ED
be used for a Two Family
Can
Bank"
a
At
Borrow
1:El
0114/0
PLAN.
HAVE
MUST
APARTMENT
Now Yoe can Mester
groes on an "open occupancy" ONO. gang,
House. No Children. Call
COMMERCIAL
WRITE
SIGHT.
Heat and Water Furnished.
SHORT HAND
11111,
942-2784 or WH 8-3622. Shown
TRADES. P. 0. BOX
basis. The demonstrations will
In 10 Ilfys
Must have reference.
Apply
P1118 OR CA1.L JA 6-8397.
moot fall to tears
y
by appointment. 434 Lucy Ave.
Apartment 19.
Joe Branch.
nhorthand the Quiekrite way. It

Special services

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

— NEED MONEY?

State Savings Bank

pa
NEW
througl
tied eff
racial
confere
and coi
Editc
art
alias
"The

WANTED

I

I

The Man Best Qualified
for the Job
ELECT ROBERT "Bobby" HORNE
Your

A

LAND
SLIDE

doesn't matter If you've tried
other ststems before and given
Course
5:111J-K-TOR
up. This
guarantees you'll learn up to 120
QuIrkrIte
of
words-per-millet.
Shorthand la 10 days. Ank about
other rouse.. Free catalog. Write
or phone 272-2320.
UNITED TRAINING SERVICE
P.O. Sol 11385
51emphis. Tenn. Dept. T. D.

Help Wanted

Clerk of General Sessions Court

PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)
proofoperators,
Linotype
readers and Doormen. Only ex
perienced personnel shook an
ply. Write, Personnel Dept. c
Chic a Oa Defender, 2400 b.
Michigad Ave., Chicago GOOK:,
Illinois.
Need six educated ladies for pt. time
worn. A
go 62 to 64 per hr. Car
nec., call between 9 A.M. and noon.
274-9810

BARBEE LAKE
Fish All Day for 50c
Horse Back Riding
$1.50 an hour — 20 mm. 50c
Horse Bac': Riding In The
Ring for Children — 10c
Miniature Golf Course
18 Holes — 10c
Picnic Grounds With
Recording Music
910.09 and up
Ilialson and Hilda Barbee
Owners and Managers
5108 Horn Lake Road
398-1688

MEN WANTED
Full
Fence Salesmen Wanted
or Port Time, No Experience
PI•c•ssury. We will train. Must

Watch Our Ads
Robert "Bobby” Horne

EXPERIENCED—Has 17 years of experience in the
Clerk's office (including two years
in the Armed Forces).
ABLE-4 Chlei Deputy Clerk for the past 5 years,
he knows the job thoroughly.
HARD•WORKING—Competsnt and qualMecl, he
sees your needs as his duty.
COURTEOUS—Helps and informs evvyone with
eoual courtesy.

FOR CLERK OF GENERAL SESSIOHS COURT,
VOTE, AUGUST 6
I
FOR ROBERT "BOBBY" HORNE
Co.o•

on Manager

LAND

For appointment call
from 9 P.M. to 5 P.M.

HELP WANTED: Young man
between ages 18 and 25 who
would like career In advertising
or promotion field. Field offers
and
work
e a• y
Per,
1
,
900
Nod hours plus for applicants
who quality. High school macho,
ate. mart have car, must to
Filling to learn, able to start
immediately and able to support
veil' while In training. Call 270o
4960 for inter. or appointment-

THAN'S
LOAN

RAYMOND K.

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

SHERIFF
PAID FOR BY
RAMON'S MEAT CO.

be Neat.
3913-1789

1

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 IL 176 115AL STRUT JA 6-5300.

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
162-164-166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL

JA 6-1450

CALLING
ALL

Boat

NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
.

_
Call or Come In Today. •
Hurry! Call JA 6-8391 Now!
236.So. Wellington St.
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